
DECREE 

of 15 January 2019 

on the method for gambling operators to notify and transmit information and transfer 

data, the scope of the data transfer and other technical parameters of data transfer 

In accordance with § 133(1)(a) of Act No 186/2016 Coll., on Gambling, the Ministry of 

Finance lays down the following: 

PART ONE 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Title I 

BASIC PROVISIONS 

§ 1 

Subject matter 

This Decree specifies the method for gambling operator (“operator”) to notify and 

transmit information and transfer data to supervisory authorities in accordance with the 

Gambling Act, the scope of the data to be transferred and other technical parameters of the 

data transfer, in the form of 

a) remote access, which means secured access to the operator’s server from a remote 

location providing a chronological overview of gambling and financial data, 

b) daily gambling reports, 

c) daily gambling logs and 

d) notifications or other information transmit to supervisory authorities. 

Title II 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AUTOMATED DATA OUTPUT 

§ 2 

Registration 

(1) Operator shall notify to the supervisory authority the technical data necessary to 

ensure the provision of the automated data output.  The supervisory authority must receive 

this communication no later than 30 days before the date when the automated data output is to 

be provided for the first time. In addition to the generally required details, the operator shall 

provide  

a) the operator’s qualified certificate for the recognised electronic seal used in accordance 

with the Annex for sealing files, 

b) the certificate of the operator’s public key used in accordance with the Annex for the 

purposes of 

1. file encryption, 

2. authentication of encrypted authenticated transmission, 

c) the part of the operator’s website address that is used in the Annex to compile the address 

used to 

1. provide the automated data output, 
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2. send the acknowledgement package if the provided automated data output is formally 

correct and 

3. send the acknowledgement package if the provided automated data output is not 

formally correct. 

d) other technical data necessary to ensure the provision of the automated data output on the 

operator’s part in accordance with the Annex. 

(2) The supervisory authority shall notify the operator of 

a) the qualified certificate of the supervisory authority for the qualified electronic seal used 

in accordance with the Annex for sealing files, 

b) the certificate of the public key of the supervisory authority used in accordance with the 

Annex for the purposes of 

1. file encryption, 

2. authentication of encrypted authenticated transmission, 

c) the website address of the supervisory authority used in accordance with the Annex for 

providing the acknowledgement package and 

d) other technical data necessary to ensure the delivery of the automated data output on the 

part of the supervisory authority in accordance with the Annex. 

(3) The operator shall notify the supervisory authority of any  change in the data under 

paragraph (1)(a) to (d) and the date from which the modified data shall be used when 

providing the automated data output so that the authority receives this communication no later 

than 5 working days before that date. 

(4) The supervisory authority shall notify the operator of any change in the data under 

paragraph (2) and the date from which the modified data shall be used when providing the 

automated data output so that the operator receives this communication no later than 5 

working days before that date. 

§ 3 

Method of providing the automated data output 

(1) The automated data output shall be provided in the manner referred to in the Annex. 

(2) The supervisory authority shall access the website address used to provide the 

automated data output no later than 7 days after the date when the automated data output is to 

be provided; this shall not apply in case of a natural disaster or other extraordinary events. 

(3) The supervisory authority shall in the manner referred to in the Annex generate and 

submit to the operator the acknowledgement package containing information whether the 

provided automated data output is formally correct. Automated data outputs that are not 

formally correct shall not be taken into consideration by the supervisory authority. 

(4) Operator shall provide a single automated data output until the confirmation package 

on this automated data output is received from the supervisory authority. 

(5) Paragraphs (1) to (4) shall apply accordingly for repeatedly provided automated data 

output in which errors were corrected. 

(6) For the purposes of providing the automated data output, the automated data output is 

formally correct if 

a) it has the prescribed format and structure, 

b) it is sealed by the operator’s recognised electronic seal, 

c) it is encrypted using the public key of the supervisory authority, and 
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d) it does not contain gambling and financial data that obviously do not belong into it. 

§ 4 

Method of correcting formal errors in the provided automated data output 

(1) Operator shall correct formal errors outlined in the confirmation package relating to a 

provided automated data output that is not formally correct within 2 working days from the 

date when this confirmation package was delivered. 

(2) Formal errors in the automated data output shall be corrected by the operator by 

repeatedly provided automated data output in which these errors shall be removed. 

(3) In case that the first provided corrected automated data output is formally correct, the 

corrected automated data output shall be considered to be formally correct already from its 

initial submission. 

§ 5 

Method of correcting material errors in the provided automated data output 

(1) In cases of reasonable consideration, operators who have provided a formally correct 

automated data output containing other than formal errors may correct these errors within 

14 days. 

(2) Other than formal errors in automated data outputs shall be corrected by the operator 

by repeatedly providing the automated data output in which these errors are removed, and by 

notifying the supervisory authority of 

a) the details necessary to identify the corrected automated data output and 

b) the reason for correcting the automated data output. 

(3) The time limit for accessing the website address used for providing the automated 

data output shall begin on the date the supervisory authority receives the communication 

referred to in paragraph (2). The date of providing the corrected automated data output shall 

be the date when the supervisory authority receives this communication or the date when this 

automated data output was actually provided, whichever the decisive date comes later. 

(4) The corrected automated data output is also not formally correct, if as a result of its 

adoption cease to be formally correct any of the previously provided automated data outputs. 

In the communication referred to in paragraph (2), the operator shall enter the data to identify 

this automated data output previously provided and correct the formal mistakes which   arise 

in case of receipt of a corrected automated data output under the first sentence. 

PART TWO 

REMOTE ACCESS 

§ 6 

Form of providing remote access 

Operators who are required to ensure and provide supervisory authorities with remote 

access shall provide this access in the form of the automated data output. 
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§ 7 

Requirements for providing remote access 

(1) When providing the remote access, the gambling and financial data shall be provided 

in the manner, scope, format and structure referred to in the Annex. 

(2) Operators shall provide the remote access three times per calendar day for an eight-

hour period starting at 

a) 00:00, 

b) 08:00 and 

c) 16:00 hrs. 

(3) If it occurs during the period referred to in paragraph 2(a) that, 

a) daylight-saving time begins, it shall be a period of 7 hours, and 

b) daylight-saving time ends, it shall be a period of 9 hours. 

(4) Operators shall provide the remote access no later than 8 hours after the end of the 

period for which the remote access is being provided. 

PART THREE 

DAILY GAMBLING REPORTS AND DAILY GAMBLING LOGS 

§ 8 

Form of providing daily gambling reports and daily gambling logs 

Operators shall provide the daily gambling reports and the daily gambling logs in the 

form of automated data output. 

§ 9 

Requirements for providing daily gambling reports 

(1) The gambling and financial data in the daily gambling reports shall be provided in the 

manner, the scope, either basic or extended scope, of the format and structure referred to in 

the Annex. 

(2) Operators shall provide gambling and financial data in daily gambling reports 

covering at least the basic scope of reporting. Unless otherwise provided in the Annex, the 

gambling and financial data referred to in the Annex represent the basic scope of daily 

gambling reports. 

(3) In the daily gambling reports, operators may deliver gambling and financial data in an 

extended scope which, in addition to the basic scope of gambling and financial data in daily 

gambling reports, further include gambling and financial data about particular game of live 

game which is not operated as an online game neither in the form of a tournament. 

§ 10 

Requirements for providing daily gambling logs 

When providing daily gambling logs, the gambling and financial data shall be provided in 

the manner, scope, format and structure referred to in the Annex. 
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§ 11 

Operating day 

(1) Daily gambling reports and daily gambling log shall contain data for individual 

operating days. 

(2) For the purposes of providing automated data outputs, operating day means the time 

period during which the operator operates in the gambling premises commenced on a  given 

calendar day and defined by 

a) operating hours 

b) another suitable method of a duration not exceeding 24 hours in the case of continuous 

operation 

(3) Every moment of the operation falls into one operating day. 

(4) In the daily gambling reports and daily gambling log for operating day commenced  

a) on the first calendar day of the tax period for gambling tax, the operator shall provide all 

data proving the circulation of cheques and cash in connection with the operation of 

casino games and the course of the game and circulation of cash in connection with 

operating bingo not operated as an online game for this calendar day, even if these data 

would have otherwise been included in the daily gambling reports or daily gambling log 

for the previous operating day, and 

b) on the last calendar day of the tax period for gambling tax, the operator shall provide only 

those data proving the circulation of cheques and cash in connection with operating 

casino games and the course of the game and circulation of cash in connection with 

operating bingo not operated as an online game for this calendar day. 

PART FOUR 

TRANSMISSION AND NOTIFICATION OF OTHER INFORMATION TO 

SUPERVISORY AUTHORITIES 

§ 12 

Method of transmission and notification of information 

(1) When fulfilling an obligation involving notification or transmission of other 

information to customs administration, the operator shall make the submission using a data 

message with verified identity of the operator or a representative of the operator in a manner 

making it possible to log into the operator’s data box, or signed in the manner that other 

legislation associates with the effects of a handwritten signature, always using the form made 

available on the website of the Customs Administration of the Czech Republic. 

(2) If the form is unavailable or if the operator is fulfilling an obligation involving 

notification or sending of other information to the Ministry, the submission shall be made in 

electronic format signed in the manner that other legislation associates with the effects of a 

handwritten signature. 
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PART FIVE 

FINAL PROVISIONS 

§ 13 

Notification 

This Decree has been notified in accordance with Directive (EU) 2015/1535 of the 

European Parliament and of the Council of 9 September 2015 laying down a procedure for the 

provision of information in the field of technical regulations and of rules on Information 

Society services, as amended. 

§ 14 

Entry into force 

This Decree shall enter into force on 1 June 2019, with the exception of the provisions of 

§ 2, which shall enter into force on 1 April 2019. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ministry of Finance 

JUDr. Schillerova, Ph.D. 
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Annex to Decree No 10/2019 

Automated data output 

Section 1 

Data package containing the automated data output 

Subsection 1 

Data package name 

I. Name of the data package for remote access 

The data package containing the automated data output for remote access shall be named as 

follows: 

<Operator ID> -<Model>-<Reporting period>-<Game type>-<Data package version> 

The individual parts of the data package name shall be separated by a hyphen (the character 

with decimal code 45). 

II. Data package name for daily gambling reports and daily gambling log 

The data package containing the automated data output for a daily gambling report or daily 

gambling log shall be named as follows: 

<Operator ID> -<Model>-<Reporting period>-<Game type>-<Casino>-<Data package 

version> 

The individual parts of the data file name shall be separated by a hyphen (the character with 

decimal code 45). 

III. Content of individual parts of the data file name 

Part of the data 

package name 
Content of the part of the data package name 

<Operator ID> Identification of the operator providing data package 

The operator’s identification number or, if no identification number has 

been assigned, the operator’s own number assigned in connection with 

the issuance of the basic license 

<Model> Data model 

The single-letter identification of the data model for the automated data 

output. 

It shall be stated: 

M – daily gambling report or daily gambling log. 

V – remote access. 
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Part of the data 

package name 
Content of the part of the data package name 

<Reporting period> Identification of the reporting period 

The following shall be provided for data package for remote access: 

Specification of the calendar day and hour of beginning of the reporting 

period covered by the data contained in the data package using the 

format YYYYMMDDHH, where: 

YYYY is the numeric representation of the calendar year in a four-digit 

format. 

MM is the two-digit numeric representation of the calendar month (01 to 

12). 

DD is the two-digit numeric representation of the day of the month (01 

to 31). 

HH is the representation of the first hour of the reporting period covered 

by the data contained in the data file ( 00, 08 or 16). 

The following shall be provided in data package for daily gambling 

reports or daily gambling log: 

Specification of the calendar month from which the data package 

contains data using the format YYYYMM, where: 

YYYY is the four-digit numeric representation of the calendar year. 

MM is the two-digit numeric representation of the calendar month (01 to 

12). 

<Game type> Type of gambling 

The single-letter code of the type of gambling. 

It shall be stated: 

L – lottery. 

K –odds betting. 

R – totalisator game. 

B – bingo. 

T – technical game. 

Z – live game. 

<Casino> Unique identifier of the casino 

The part of the item IDMisto after the hyphen (the casino identifier) 

given in the data file misto.csv.  
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Part of the data 

package name 
Content of the part of the data package name 

<Data package 

version> 
Two-digit version number of the data file 

The version number of the data file shall form a continuous number 

series. A zero shall be added to the left of a single-digit version number. 

When the data package containing the automated data output is provided 

for the first time, the version number shall be 01. 

The version number shall go up every time the data package containing 

this automated data output is delivered repeatedly. 

The version number of the data package shall not be repeated between 

the individual data packages whose other parts have the same name. 

Subsection 2 

Requirements for data files comprising the data package 

I. General requirements for the data file 

The data file shall be in the csv format with the following features: 

1. UTF-8 encoding in accordance with the RFC 3629 standard shall be used. 

2. Lines shall be separated using the pair of CR (the character with decimal code 13) and LF 

(the character with decimal code 10) symbols. 

3. The first line of the data file shall contain metadata, the second line shall contain the 

header and the subsequent lines shall contain the individual entries with each line 

containing exactly one entry. 

4. Blank data file, which is a data file containing no entries, shall only contain metadata and 

the header. 

5. The line with metadata shall have the cross sign symbol (the character with decimal 

code 35) in the first position followed by the actual metadata of the data file. The actual 

metadata of the data file shall comprise the following items in the order below, separated 

by the semicolon symbol (the character with decimal code 59): 

Content of the metadata item Data type of metadata item  

Data package name Text 

Data file name Text 

Date and time of data file set up  Date and time 

Interface version 

It shall state the version of the automated data output 

interface. 

Text 

 

6. Both the file header and the entry shall comprise items that are separated by the 

semicolon symbol (the character with decimal code 59). The items shall be arranged in 

the order given in the specifications for each data file. 
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7. The file header item shall contain the machine file name of the item according to the 

specifications for each data file. 

8. The entry item shall contain the item value for the given entry. 

9. The quotation mark symbol (the character with decimal code 34) shall be added both to 

the left and to the right of an item containing the semicolon symbol (the character with 

decimal code 59). It is not permitted to use the LF symbol (the character with decimal 

code 10), the CR symbol (the character with decimal code 13) and the quotation mark 

symbol (the character with decimal code 34) inside item values. 

10. Unless expressly stated otherwise, every entry item shall have a value. Entry item without 

a value (NULL) shall be stated as a blank string. 

11. Unless expressly stated otherwise, a previously provided entry, to which a reference link 

is provided, shall not be included again in a data package containing the automated data 

output for a different period. Such an entry shall be considered to be stated in the 

automated data output. 

12.  The currency code shall always be given in the form of three-letter alphanumeric code of 

the currency according to the ISO 4217:2015 standard, even if it is to be included in an 

item indicating also other data.  

II. Data types used in data files 

Title Specification 

Integer  Integer between –2 147 483 648 and 2 147 483 647. 

Thousands separators shall not be used. No sign shall be used in the case 

of a positive number. The minus symbol (the character with decimal 

code 45) shall be used for negative numbers. Numbers shall be written in 

the decimal system so that every valid digit represents a separate 

character (the characters with decimal codes 48 to 57). Leading zeros 

shall be omitted. 

Decimal number Decimal number between 3.4×10
-38

 and 3.4×10
38

. 

The rules for integers shall apply similarly to decimal numbers. The 

comma symbol (the character with decimal code 44) shall be used as the 

decimal separator. Unless stated otherwise, the maximum number of 

decimal places is 2. 

Binary value Numbers 0 and 1 (the characters with decadic code 48 and 49). 

Text A string of characters in Czech language using Latin characters unless 

stated otherwise. 

The maximum length of a string may be limited in the definition of the 

item. Unless expressly stated otherwise, a shorter string is not filled to the 

maximum length. 

Date and time Date and time, including the time zone, structured in accordance with the 

RFC 3339 standard. Date is always separated from time using the T 

symbol and time is given with an accuracy of tenths of a second. 

Date The date is structured in accordance with the RFC 3339 standard. 
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Title Specification 

Identifier A string of characters containing only digits 0 to 9 (the characters with 

decimal codes 48 to 57), capital letters without accents (the characters 

with decimal codes 65 to 90), small letters without accents (the characters 

with decimal codes 97 to 122), the hyphen symbol (the character with 

decimal code 45) or the underscore symbol (the character with decimal 

code 95). 

In case of identifier separated on parts, these parts shall be separated with 

a hyphen (the character with decimal code 45). 

For a definition of an item with a data type, an identifier set by the 

operator means a string of characters with a length of at least one 

character, where the content is set by the operator in accordance with the 

other requirements for the respective item of the record. 

The maximum length of a string may be limited in the definition of the 

item. Unless expressly stated otherwise, a shorter string is not 

supplemented to the maximum length. 

If no other requirements for uniqueness are set up for an item of records 

with data type identifier, the value of this item shall uniquely identify the 

record whenever it is provided in the automated data output. The same 

value shall not be used in case of two different records stated in the 

respective data file, even in the case when these are provided in 

automated data output for different time period or for other type of 

gambling. In case of repeatedly provided record in automated data output 

for different time period, the same value as when first provided shall be 

used for the item of this record with data type identifier. 

Reference link Reference to another entry identified by means of that entry’s identifier. 

In the description of the item with the reference link, the entry referred to 

by the reference link shall be identified using the name of the data file, 

identified as a remote data file, and the machine file name, identified as a 

remote item. 

The requirements for the data type reference link are the same as those 

for the data type identifier. 

 



Subsection 3 

Content of the automated data output for remote access 

Operators shall deliver the gambling and financial data in a data file forming the automated 

data output for remote access. 

The automated data output for remote access shall contain only gambling and financial data 

for the operator, reporting period and type of gambling identified in the name of the data file 

containing this data output. 

In the data files of the automated data output for remote access, the metadata item of the 

interface version shall state: 1.0  

The data file shall contain the following data files: 

 

Data file I 

Operator data 

Data file name: 

provozovatel.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain exactly one entry with data identifying the operator delivering the 

automated data output for remote access, regardless of whether these data were already 

provided in a data file providing remote access to data for another period. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items:  

 

Item 1 

Operator identifier 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

The identification number of operator providing automated data output for remote access, or, 

if the identification number of the operator has not been assigned to the operator, the 

operator´s own number assigned to operator in connection with issuance of the basic licence. 

Leading zeros shall also be included if they are contained in the operator´s identification 

number or operator´s own number. 
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Item 2 

Name or business name of operator 

Machine file name: 

ProvozovatelNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The name or the business name of the operator stated in the business register or other similar 

register of the state where the operator is seated shall be stated. 

 

Data file II 

Information about the user account of the gambling participant 

Data file name: 

konto.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file contains user account information of a gambling participant established under 

the Gambling Act as a permanent or a temporary user account enabling a gambling, for which 

an automated data output for remote access is provided; regardless the data has already been 

provided in a data file containing an automated data output for another period. 

One record is required for each user account. 

Conditions for including the data file into data package: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

User account identifier 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided into two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 
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In case that gambling participant is allowed to gamble through multiple identical gambling 

accounts, the same user account identifier shall be provided for this user account in all 

automated data outputs. 

 

Item 2 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the operator providing automated data output for remote access. 

Remote access file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Item 3 

Date and time of setting up a user account  

Machine file name: 

ZrizeniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time of setting up a user account shall be stated. 

 

Data file III 

Information about the parameters of user account 

Data file name: 

konto_zmeny.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain information about the parameters of the newly set up gambling user 

account and entries on its changes for the type of gambling and for the period covered by the 

given automated data output for remote access.  

When delivering the automated data output for the first time, the data file shall contain entries 

on all parameters currently set for the user accounts used by the gambling participants to be 

able to participate in the gambling for which the automated data output is being provided. 
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Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

Item 1 

User account record identifier 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

User account  

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of user account of which the change of the user account parameter concerns. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 

Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

 

Item 3 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 

Data type: 

Text with length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Single-letter identification of the type of gambling to which the user account is set up. 
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It shall be stated: 

L – lottery 

K – odds betting 

R – totalizator game 

B – bingo 

T – technical game 

Z – live game 

 

Item 4 

Allowance to participate in gambling not operated as an online game 

Machine file name: 

Landbased 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

Information on whether it is allowed to participate through the user account in the type of 

gambling specified in item HraDruh not operated as an online game. 

It shall be stated: 

0 – participation in gambling not provided as an online game is not allowed 

1 – participation in gambling not provided as an online game is allowed 

 

Item 5 

Allowance to participate in online game 

Machine file name: 

Internet 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

Information on whether it is allowed to participate through the user account in the type of 

gambling specified in item HraDruh operated as an online game. 

It shall be stated: 

0 – participation in online game is not allowed 

1 – participation in online game is allowed 
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Item 6 

The mode of user account 

Machine file name: 

DocasneTrvale 

Data type: 

Text with maximum length of 1 character 

Item description: 

The mode in which the user account shall be maintained. 

It shall be stated: 

D  – temporary user account 

T – permanent user account 

 

Item 7 

Date and time of the user account parameter change  

Machine file name: 

ZmenaCas  

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time of the user account parameter change shall be stated. 

The first time the automated data output is provided, the date and time at which the current 

user account parameter setting was provided shall be stated. 

 

Data file IV 

Information about the location where the gambling is operated 

Data file name: 

misto.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain information about the location where the operation of the 

gambling, for which the automated data output for remote access is being provided, has 

started; regardless these data have already been provided in a data file containing the 

automated data output for another period. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on 

1. a lottery, 

2. odds betting, 
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3. a totalisator game, or 

4. a technical game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of gambling premises, point of sale, or a betting office 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 

When multiple gambling is operated in a single gambling premises, point of sale, or betting 

office, the same identifier, including automated daily gambling reporting output or daily 

gambling log, is used in all automated data output provided by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the operator providing the automated data output for remote access. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Item 3 

Longitude of gambling premises, point of sale, or a betting office 

Machine file name: 

GPSX 
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Data type: 

A decimal number of at least 4 and a maximum of 7 decimal places 

Item description: 

In the case where SidloKodRuian is blank (NULL), the degrees east longitude (X-axis) in the 

WGS 84 coordinate system are specified as the address of the gambling premises, point of 

sale, or the betting office. 

If the longitude of the gambling premises, point of sale, or betting office was stated in this 

record provided in the previously provided automated data output, the longitude is included of 

the gambling premises, point of sale, or betting office shall be stated even if the item 

SidloKodRuian is not blank (NULL). 

In other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

Latitude of gambling premises, point of sale, or a betting office 

Machine file name: 

GPSY 

Data type: 

A decimal number of at least 4 and a maximum of 7 decimal places 

Item description: 

In the case where SidloKodRuian is blank (NULL), the degrees north latitude (Y-axis) in the 

WGS 84 coordinate system are specified as the address of the gambling premises, point of 

sale, or the betting office. 

If the latitude of the gambling premises, point of sale, or betting office was stated in this 

record provided in  the previously provided automated data output, the latitude is included of 

the gambling premises, point of sale, or betting office shall be stated even if the item 

SidloKodRuian is not blank (NULL). 

In other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Type of location where the gambling is operated 

Machine file name: 

TypMisto 

Data type: 

A text with a maximum length of 2 characters 

Item description: 

One-letter or two-letter identification of the type of location where gambling is performed by 

an operator providing automated data output. 

It shall be stated: 
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H – gambling premises 

K – casino if it provides a technical game not operated as an online game 

P – point of sale if it provides a lottery 

S – betting office if it provides odds betting not operated as online game or totalizator game 

not provided as online game 

PS – a betting office and point of sale if it provides odds betting not operated as online game 

or totalizator game not operated as online game and lottery not operated as online game 

Type of location where a gambling is operated shall not be changed. If the type of location 

where gambling is operated has changed, a new entry stating another identifier in item 

IDMisto shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Address or name of other public location 

Machine file name: 

Ulice 

Data type: 

A text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The address or other public location in which the address of the gambling premises, point of 

sale or betting office is located shall be stated. 

In case the address or other public location is not applied, a blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 

 

Item 7 

House number or registration number 

Machine file name: 

CP 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

The house number or registration number of the address of the gambling premises, point of 

sale or betting office shall be stated. 

In case the house number or the registration number is not applied, a blank entry (NULL) 

shall be stated. 
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Item 8 

Reference number 

Machine file name: 

CO 

Data type: 

A text with a maximum length of 10 characters. 

Item description: 

The reference number with an addendum, if applicable, of the address of the gambling 

premises, point of sale, or betting office shall be stated. 

In case the reference number is not applied, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 9 

Part of municipality 

Machine file name: 

CastObce 

Data type: 

A text with a maximum length of 250 characters. 

Item description: 

Where gambling premises, a point of sale, or a betting office is located in the territory of a 

municipality divided into city quarters or city districts, the name of the city quarter or city 

district in whose territory their place of destination is located shall be stated. 

In case a gambling premises, a point of sale, or a betting office is located in the territory of the 

capital city of Prague, the name of the cadastral territory where the address is located shall be 

stated. 

In other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 10 

Postal Code 

Machine file name: 

PSC 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

The postal code of the address of a gambling premises, a point of sale, or a betting office shall 

be stated. 
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Item 11 

Municipality 

Machine file name: 

Obec 

Data type: 

A text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The part of municipality of the address of the gambling premises, point of sale, or betting 

office shall be stated. 

 

Item 12 

District number of the capital city of Prague 

Machine file name: 

Obvod 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

The district number of the capital city of Prague in accordance with Act on territorial state 

division, in which is placed the address of the gambling premises, point of sale, or betting 

office. 

In case the address of the gambling premises, point of sale, or betting office is not place in the 

territory of the capital city of Prague, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 13 

Region 

Machine file name: 

Kraj 

Data type: 

A text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

A three-letter marking of the region in which the address of the gambling premises, the point 

of sale, or the betting office is located. 

It shall be stated: 

PHA - Capital City of Prague 

STC - Central Region 

JHC - South Bohemian Region 
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PLK - Pilsen Region 

KVK – Carlsbad 

ULK - Ústí nad Labem Region 

LBK - Liberec Region 

HKK - Hradec Kralove Region 

PAK - Pardubice Region 

VYS - Vysočina Region 

JHM - South Moravian Region 

OLK - Olomouc Region 

MSK - Moravskoslezský kraj 

ZLK - Zlin Region 

 

Item 14 

Code for address of gambling premises, point of sale, or a betting office 

Machine file name: 

SidloKodRuian 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

The code for address of gambling premises, point of sale, or betting office assigned to these 

gambling premises in the basic register of territorial identification, addresses and real estates 

shall be stated. 

In case the code for address is not assigned to the address of gambling premises, point of sale, 

or betting office, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file V 

Data on gambling position of the terminal device of technical game  

Data file name: 

herni_pozice.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain data on the gambling position of the terminal device of technical 

game operated by the operator regardless these data have been provided in the data package 

including automated data output for another period.  

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on the technical 

game. 
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Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of the gambling position of the terminal device of technical game  

Machine file name: 

IDHerniPozice 

Data type: 

An identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters. 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: The serial number of the terminal device of technical game as listed in the 

gambling premises location license 

 

Item 2 

Gambling premises 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the gambling premises where the gambling position of the terminal device of 

technical game is operated. 

Remote data file: misto.csv 

Remote item: IDMisto 

 

Item 3 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 
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Item description: 

The identifier of operator providing automated data output for remote access. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

Data file VI 

Details of the gambling 

Data file name: 

evidence_her.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details of gambling where the operation of which was permitted 

by basic license during the reporting period. 

In the case where the basic license to operate the same technical game in multiple variants, i.e. 

in different currencies or as an online game and as a game not operated as an online game, has 

been permitted in the reporting period, separate technical games shall be included in separate 

records. 

Data is reported regardless of whether it has already been provided in a data file containing an 

automated data output for another period. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of gambling 

Machine file name: 

IDHraPopis 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Name of gambling 
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Machine file name: 

HraNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The name of the gambling shall be stated in the form of the basic permission regardless of the 

language and the font. 

In the case of an additional lottery, the name of the additional lottery followed by the name of 

the lottery in which the additional lottery is operated shall be stated. 

In the case of a technical game, the name of the pack game or the currency code in which the 

bets are placed in the technical game shall be stated together with the name of the technical 

game, if the operator operates more technical games with the same name. 

In the case where the name of the gambling is not given in the basic permission, the name of 

the type of gambling according to the Gambling Act shall be stated. 

 

Item 3 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Single-letter identification of the type of gambling. 

It shall be stated: 

L – lottery 

K – odds betting 

R  – totalizator game 

B – bingo 

T – technical game 

Z – live game 

 

Item 4 

Category of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraKategorie 
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Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Single-letter identification of the category of gambling. 

It shall be stated: 

a - numerical lottery 

b - instant win lottery 

c   - in-kind prize lottery 

d  - cash prize lottery 

e  - odds betting 

f  - totalizator game 

g  - bingo operated as an online game (hereinafter referred to as the ‛online bingo’) 

h - technical game 

i  - live game operated as an online game (hereinafter referred to as the ‛online live game’) in 

which gambling participants and, where applicable, non-national participants play against 

each other and are not run in the form of a tournament 

j - online live game played in the form of a tournament (hereinafter referred to as the ‛online 

live game tournament’) 

k  - online live game where participants play against the software gambling system 

 

Item 5 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the operator providing automated data output for remote access. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Item 6 

Date and time of beginning of the game of gambling 

Machine file name: 

SpusteniCas 
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Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time of beginning of the game of gambling shall be stated. 

 

Data file VII 

Details of the game of gambling 

Data file name: 

jedna_hra.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details of a draw in a numerical, in-kind prize, cash prize or 

additional lottery, the emission of instant win lottery, a game of a totalisator game, a game of 

online bingo and a game or tournament of an online live game. 

The operator shall provide the entry on the game in the automated data output for the period 

in which bets on that game of gambling were open for the first time. If any value entered 

under the item changes due to the fact that the item was not known at the moment the entry 

was provided for the first time, the entire entry shall be provided again with the current values 

in the automated data output for remote access for the period when the value of that entry 

under the item changed. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on 

1. lottery, 

2. totalisator game, 

3. online bingo or 

4. online live game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of game  

Machine file name: 

IDJednaHra 

Data type: 

Identifier with maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 
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Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Gambling 

Machine file name: 

IDHraPopis 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of gambling of which the data concerns. 

Remote data file: evidence_her.csv 

Remote item: IDHraPopis 

 

Item 3 

Date and time of the beginning of the game of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraZahajeniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The estimated time of the beginning of the game of gambling shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

The amount of deposit limitation 

Machine file name: 

HraOmezeniVkladu 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If the item HraKategorie in the entry of data file evidence_her.csv is listed the "i" or "k" entry 

linked through the reference link IDHraPopis, the entry on deposit limits together with the 

code of the currency in which the deposit is accepted and what data is involved, shall be 

stated. 

For other categories of gambling, or if the amount of deposit limitation has not been set, a 

blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 5 

The manner of raising the bets 

Machine file name: 

ZpusobZvysovaniSazek 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If the item HraKategorie in the entry of data file evidence_her.csv is the "i" entry linked 

through the reference link IDHraPopis, the manner of raising the deposits into the online live 

game shall be stated, if specified. 

If the item HraKategorie in the entry of data file evidence_her.csv is the "j" entry linked to the 

reference link in the item IDHraPopis, the manner of raising the mandatory online live game 

tournament bets shall be stated, if specified. 

For other categories of gambling, or if manner of raising bets has not been set, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Fixed bets on a single betting ticket, mandatory deposit to play online live game or 

deposit into an online live game tournament 

Machine file name: 

PovinnyVkladVyse 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The amount of the bet for one betting ticket 

If the item HraKategorie in the entry evidence_her.csv linked to the reference link in the item 

IDHraPopis is "g", the bet amount is specified for one betting ticket and the currency code 

where the bet is accepted. 

The amount of the mandatory deposit into the game of online live game 

If the item HraKategorie in the data file evidence_her.csv linked though the reference link in 

the item IDHraPopis, the amount of the mandatory deposit in the game of the online live 

game and the currency code of the value cheques in which a deposit in the game of online live 

game is paid. 

The amount of the deposit to the online live game tournament 

If the item HraKategorie in the data file evidence_her.csv linked through the reference link in 

the item IDHraPopis is "j", the amount of the deposit to the online live game tournament and 

the currency code in which the deposit is online live poker tournaments. 
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In the case of other categories of gambling, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

Identification of gambling capital of lottery or method of determination of winning 

capital of tournament of online live game 

Machine file name: 

JistinaUrceni 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If the item HraKategorie in the data file evidence_her.csv data linked through the reference 

link in the item IDHraPopis is "a", the identification of gambling capital of numerous lotteries 

by its name or other manner enabling to identify the specific gambling deposit of numerus 

looters from which the winnings from this drawing shall be paid. 

If the item HraKategorie in the data file evidence_her.csv data linked through the reference 

link in the item IDHraPopis is "j", the method of determination of winning capital from the 

total amount of all deposits into this tournament of online life game and the amount of 

guaranteed winning capital, if stated, together with information about the data. 

In the case of other categories of gambling, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 8 

The right to win and the method of determining its amount 

Machine file name: 

NarokVyhra 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If the item "HraKategorie" in the entry of data file evidence_her.csv linked through the 

reference link in the item IDHraPopis is "j", the data as to when the claim to the winning 

arises in terms of the winning placement and the method of winning determination in this 

online live game tournament shall be stated. 

If the item "HraKategorie" in the entry of data file evidence_her.csv linked through the 

reference link in the item IDHraPopis is "f", the predetermined allocation of winnings and 

data as to when the claim to a winning arises in terms of the winning placement and the 

method of winning determination in this totalizator game shall be stated. 

In the case of other categories of gambling, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 9 

The result of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraVysledek 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If the item "HraKategorie" in the data file evidence_her.csv data linked through the reference 

link in the item IDHraPopis is "a" or "g ", the result of drawing shall be stated. 

If the item "HraKategorie" in the data file evidence_her.csv data linked through the reference 

link in the item IDHraPopis is "k", the result of game online life game as gambling 

combination which is common for all participants of the respective online life game shall be 

stated. 

In the case of other categories of gambling, or if no result was stated yet, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 10 

The participation of the foreign participant in game of gambling  

Machine file name: 

ZahranicniUcast 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

If the item "HraKategorie" in the data file evidence_her.csv data linked through the reference 

link in the item IDHraPopis is "g", "i" or "j ", the information on whether person participate in 

the game of gambling other than the participant who has registered or paid a deposit to and 

who is not resident in the Czech Republic (hereinafter referred to as the ‛foreign participant’). 

It shall be stated: 

0 – if the participants of the gambling were involved in the game of gambling only 

1– if at least one foreign participant was involved in the game of gambling 

If bets into gambling were not completed and game of gambling may involve at least one 

foreign participant, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

In the case of other categories of gambling, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file VIII 

The data provided for online live game tournament 

Data file name: 

turnaj_detaily.csv 
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Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the data to be provided for an online live game tournament. 

The entry on the online live game tournament shall be provided by the operator in the 

automated data output for the period in which deposits for the online live game tournament 

could be placed for the first time. If any value entered under the item changes due to the fact 

that the item was not known at the moment the entry was provided for the first time, the entire 

entry shall be provided again with the current values in the automated data output for remote 

access for the period when the value of that entry under the item changed. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on an online 

live game operated in the form of a live game tournament. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Entry identification with data on online live game tournament 

Machine file name: 

IDTurnajDetaily 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Gambling 

Machine file name: 

IDJednaHra 

Data type: 

Reference link with maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of gambling of which the data concerns. 

Remote data file: jedna_hra.csv 

Remote item: IDJednaHra  
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Item 3 

Interval of raising bets for online live game tournament  

 

Machine file name: 

TurnajIntervalZvysovani  

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The interval for increasing the level of the required bets in the online live game tournament 

shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

The method of holding the online live game tournament 

Machine file name: 

TurnajZpusobKonani 

Data type: 

Text with maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The method of holding the online live game tournament shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Registration for online live game tournament 

Machine file name: 

TurnajRegistrace 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The registration details and the deadline for logging into the online live game tournament 

shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Participants deposits accepted before the start of online life game tournament 

Machine file name: 

TurnajVkladyPredZahajenimVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 
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Item description: 

The total of all participants' deposits that had been accepted by the operator before the start of 

online live game tournament shall be stated. 

If the online live game tournament has not yet started, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

Maximum number of participants of online live game tournament 

Machine file name: 

TurnajMaxPocetUcastnici 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

A maximum number of participants shall be stated, if determined. 

If a maximum number of participants is not determined, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 8 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 30 characters 

Item description: 

A currency code that was accepted for participants’ deposits of online live game tournament 

shall be stated. 

 

Data file IX 

The data on betting event 

Data file name: 

udalost.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details of the sport event or event of public interest, the 

outcome of which is the subject of betting (hereinafter referred to as the ‘betting event’). 

The operator shall provide the entry on the betting event in the automated data output for the 

period in which bets were first accepted on the betting opportunity opened for the betting 

event. If any value entered under the item changes due to the fact that the item was not known 

at the moment the entry was provided for the first time, the entire entry shall be provided 
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again with the current values in the automated data output for remote access for the period 

when the value of that entry under the item changed. 

Entries relating to the main betting event, to which a partial betting event is linked, shall be 

placed before the entry relating to the partial betting event in the data file. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on 

1. odds betting or 

2. totalisator game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of betting event 

Machine file name: 

IDUdalost 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Name or other identifier of betting event 

Machine file name: 

UdalostNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 500 characters 

Item description: 

The name or other identifier of the betting event allowing to identify the betting event 

unequivocally shall be stated. 
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Item 3 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Single-letter identification of the type of gambling to which the betting event is listed shall be 

stated: 

K – odds betting 

R – totalisator game 

 

Item 4 

Date and time of assumed start of betting event 

Machine file name: 

ZahajeniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If the item IDHlavniUdalost is blank (NULL), the assumed date and time of start of the 

betting event shall be provided. 

In all other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated.  

 

Item 5 

The result of betting event 

Machine file name: 

UdalostVysledek 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 
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Item description: 

The result of the betting event shall be stated. 

If the outcome of a betting event is not yet known, a blank entry (NULL) is to be entered. 

 

Item 6 

The main betting event 

Machine file name: 

IDHlavniUdalost 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of betting event, which is the main betting event, if the betting event included in 

this file is only partial element of the main betting event. 

Remote Data File: udalost.csv 

Remote Item: IDHlavniUdalost 

If the betting event included in this entry is not a partial element of the main betting event, a 

blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the operator providing automated data output for remote access. 

Remote access file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Data file X 

The data on the betting opportunity 

Data file name: 

prilezitost.csv 
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Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details on the betting opportunity. 

The operator shall provide the entry on the betting opportunity in the automated data output 

for the period in which the bets on that betting opportunity were allowed for the first time. If 

any value entered under the item changes due to the fact that the item was not known at the 

moment the entry was provided for the first time, the entire entry shall be provided again with 

the current values in the automated data output for remote access for the period when the 

value of that entry under the item changed. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on 

1. odds betting or 

2. totalisator game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

IDPrilezitost 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Name or other identifier of betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

PrilezitostNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 500 characters 

Item description: 

The name or other identification of the betting opportunity allowing to identify the betting 

opportunity unequivocally shall be stated. 
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Item 3 

Date and time to start betting on a betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

ZahajeniPrijmuSazekCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time to start betting on a betting opportunity shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

Date and time to end betting on a betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

UkonceniPrijmuSazekCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

In the case of betting opportunity for an odds betting and the value ‘1’ is stated in the item 

Live, the end date and time of collecting bets on the betting opportunity shall be stated. 

In the case of betting opportunity for an odds betting and the value ‘0’  is stated in the item 

Live, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

In the case of the betting opportunity of totalisator game, the end date and time of collecting 

bets on the totalisator game shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Evaluation of betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

Vyherni 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Evaluation of the betting opportunity by comparing it with the outcome of the betting event. 

It shall be stated: 

0 – the betting opportunity was evaluated as a loss 

1 – the betting opportunity was evaluated as a winning 
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2 – all bets accepted for the betting opportunity were evaluated as invalid or cancelled in 

accordance with the game plan. 

If the betting opportunity is yet to be evaluated, the blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Betting event 

Machine file name: 

IDUdalost 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the betting event, for which a betting opportunity has been listed. 

Remote data file: udalost.csv 

Remote item: IDUdalost 

 

Item 7 

Identification of live odds betting 

Machine file name: 

Live 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

In the case of betting opportunity of odds betting, the following shall be stated: 

0  –if the betting opportunity was not opened for live odds betting 

1–if the betting opportunity was opened for live odds betting 

In the case of betting opportunity of totalizator game, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XI 

The data on an interruption and restriction on the acceptance of bets 

Data file name: 

preruseni_omezeni_kursova_toto.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details of any interruption or restriction on the acceptance of 

bets on a betting opportunity. 
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Exactly one entry shall be provided for every interruption or restriction on the acceptance of 

bets on a betting opportunity that occurred during the period covered by the automated data 

output. If any value entered under the item changes due to the fact that the item was not 

known at the moment the entry was provided for the first time, the entire entry shall be 

provided again with the current values in the automated data output for remote access for the 

period when the value of that entry under the item changed. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on 

1. odds betting or 

2. totalisator game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry on interruption or restriction 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamPreruseniOmezeni 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

IDPrilezitost 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the betting opportunity for which the acceptance of bets was interrupted or 

limited. 

Remote data file: prilezitost.csv 

Remote item: IDPrilezitost 
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Item 3 

Specific limitation of receiving bets 

Machine file name: 

OmezeniText 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If an interruption of the collection of bets on a betting opportunity is recorded, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

If an introduction of restriction on the acceptance of bets on a betting opportunity is recorded, 

the details of the restriction shall be stated. 

 

 

Item 4 

Date and time of interruption or introduction of receiving bets limitation 

Machine file name: 

PreruseniZavedeniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If interruption of the collection of bets on a betting opportunity is recorded, time of such 

interruption shall be stated. 

If introduction of restriction on the acceptance of bets on a betting opportunity is recorded, 

time of introduction shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Date and time of the end of interruption or limitation of receiving bets 

Machine file name: 

UkonceniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If an interruption of the acceptance of bets on a betting opportunity is recorded, the end date 

and time of the interruption shall be stated.  
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If a restriction on the acceptance of bets on a betting opportunity is recorded, the end date and 

time of the limitations in item OmezeniText shall be stated. 

If there was no interruption or limitation of betting opportunity yet, the blank entry (NULL) 

shall be stated. 

 

Data file XII 

The data on odds of betting opportunity 

Data file name: 

prilezitost_kurs.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain odds data of the betting opportunity and any changes to the data 

that occurred during the period covered by the automated data output. Exactly one entry shall 

be provided for every change in the odds. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on odds 

betting. 

Entry items: 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry of odds of betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamPrilezitostKurs 

 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

IDPrilezitost 
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Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the betting opportunity for which the odds were set. 

Remote data file: prilezitost.csv 

Remote item: IDPrilezitost 

 

Item 3 

Odds value 

Machine file name: 

KursVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number with a maximum 3 decimal places 

Item description: 

The odds value set for the betting opportunity included in the file linked by reference link in 

the item IDPrilezitost.  

 

Item 4 

Date and time to determine the odds value 

Machine file name: 

KursCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time to determine the odds value shall be stated. 

 

Data file XIII 

The data on odds betting ticket 

Data file name: 

tiket.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details of every entry on one or more odds betting placed at the 

same moment (hereinafter referred to as the ‘odds betting ticket’) that were accepted or 

rejected during the period covered by the automated data output. 
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Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on odds 

betting. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of odds betting ticket 

Machine file name: 

IDTiket 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

User account 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the user account, which was used to place the odds betting. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 

Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

If this is a odds betting for an animal race and if no user account was set up for the 

participant, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 3 

The method of closure of odds betting 

Machine file name: 

ZpusobUzavreni 
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Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The method of closure of the odds betting shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

Date and time of closure, or refusing the acceptance of odds betting 

Machine file name: 

UzavreniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If the item TiketOdmitnuti in this data file includes the value ‘0’, the date and time when the 

odds betting was closed, meaning the date and time of acceptance of the odds betting or bets, 

shall be stated. 

If the item TiketOdmitnuti in this data file includes the value ‘1’, the date and time when the 

odds betting was refused, meaning the date and time when the odds betting or bets were 

received, shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Betting office 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the betting office where the bet, or part thereof, was accepted. 

Remote data file: misto.csv 

Remote item: IDMiston 

In case of online odds betting, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 6 

The entry on refusing the acceptance of odds betting ticket 

Machine file name: 

TiketOdmitnuti 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

Information as to whether the operator refused to accept the odds betting ticket. 

It shall be stated: 

0 – the odds betting ticket was accepted by the operator. 

1– the odds betting ticket was rejected by the operator 

 

Item 7 

The reason to refuse bet, or part thereof 

Machine file name: 

OdmitnutiDuvod 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If the item TiketOdmitnuti includes the value ‘1’, the reason for rejection of the ticket shall be 

stated. 

If the item TiketOdmitnuti includes the value ‘0’, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XIV 

The data on betting event in a totalisator game 

Data file name: 

toto_udalost.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain an overview of the betting events in a totalisator game. 

Exactly one entry shall be provided for every betting event, bets on the result of which can be 

placed in a totalisator game and the operator shall include it in the automated data output for 

the period in which bets on the totalisator game were accepted for the first time. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on a 

totalisator game. 
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Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry on betting event in a game of totalisator game 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamTotoUdalost  

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator 

 

Item 2 

Game of totalisator game 

Machine file name: 

IDJednaHra 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the round of the totalisator game, for which the betting event linked by reference 

link included in the item IDUdalost. 

Remote data file: jedna_hra.csv 

Remote item: IDJednaHra 

 

Item 3 

Odd event 

Machine file name: 

IDUdalost 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

Identifier of the betting event, bets on which can be accepted as part of the totalisator game 

included in the data file jedna_hra.csv linked through reference link to the item IDJednaHra. 

Remote data file: udalost.csv 

Remote item: IDUdalost 

 

Data file XV 

The data on link between gambling and bet, part of the bet or foreign deposit into this 

game 

Data file name: 

vazba_hra_sazka.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain a link between gambling and bet, part of the bet or foreign deposit 

into this game. 

The entry shall be included in the automated remote access output for the period in which the 

bet, part of the bet or foreign deposit has been accepted to which the file is linked by the 

reference link IDHraToky included in this file. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of ling between gambling and bet, part of the bet or foreign deposit into this 

game 

Machine file name: 

IDVazbaHraSazka 

Data type: 

Idenfitier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator 
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Item 2 

Gambling 

Machine file name: 

IDHraPopis 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the gambling, to which the bet, part thereof or foreign deposit were accepted. 

Remote data file: evidence_her.csv 

Remote item: IDHraPopis 

 

Item 3 

Gambling 

Machine file name: 

IDJednaHra 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the gambling, to which the bet, part thereof or foreign deposit were accepted. 

Remote data file: jedna_hra.csv 

Remote item: IDJednaHra 

If the item HraDruh in the data file named hra_toky.csv linked by reference link to the item 

IDHraPopis contains the value ‘K’ or ‘T’, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

Odds, part thereof, or foreign deposit 

Machine file name: 

IDHraToky 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

If  a "K" or "T" is stated in the item  HraDruh in the evidence_her.csv data file linked through 

the reference link included in the item IDHraPopis, the bet identifier, part or foreign 

contribution which has been accepted into round of game stated in the data file hra_toky.csv 

linked by v the reference link included in IDHraPopis. 

Remote data file: hra_toky.csv 
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Remote item: IDHraToky 

In other cases, the identifier of the bet, or part thereof, that was accepted into game of 

gambling stated in the file jedna_hra.csv linked through the reference link in IDJednaHra 

shall be stated. 

In other cases, the identifier of the bet, or a portion thereof, that has been accepted into the 

game of gambling specified in the entry in the one_hra.csv data file bound by the reference 

binding specified in IDJednaHrashall be stated. 

Remote data file: hra_toky.csv 

Remote Item: IDHraToky 

 

Data file XVI 

The data on the basic gambling and financial data of gambling 

Data file name: 

hra_toky.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file includes basic gambling and financial data about the bet or part of it, admitted to 

the round of gambling. In the case of online bingo, an online live game in which gambling 

participants and possibly foreign participants play against each other and which is not run in 

the form of a tournament or tournament of the online live game, the data file shall also include 

the basic gambling and financial data of the deposit of a foreign participant (hereinafter 

referred to as the ‛foreign deposit’). 

The item related to a bet or a part of it or a foreign deposit is first provided in an automated 

remote access exit during the period in which the bet, part or deposit was accepted in its 

original amount. In the event that a value of a record item is changed because the item was 

not known at the time of the first providing of the record, the whole entry item with the 

current values shall be provided again in the automated remote access output during the 

period during which the change occurred.  

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of odds, part thereof, or foreign deposit 

Machine file name: 

IDHraToky 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 
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First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator 

 

Item 2 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 1 character 

Item description: 

The type of gambling, for which the bet stated in the item IDHraToky was accepted. 

It shall be stated: 

L – lottery. 

K –odds betting. 

R  – totalisator game. 

B – bingo. 

T – technical game. 

Z – live game. 

 

Item 3 

Category of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraKategorie 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 1 character 

Item description: 

The type of gambling, for which the bet stated in the item IDHraToky was accepted. 

It shall be stated: 

a – number lottery. 

b – instant lottery. 

c – in-kind lottery. 

d – monetary lottery. 

e –odds betting 
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f – totalisator game. 

g – online bingo. 

h – technical game. 

i  – online live game, in which the participants or foreign participants play against each other 

and which is not operated in the form of a tournament. 

j – online live game tournament. 

k – online live game, in which the participants play against a software gambling system. 

 

Item 4 

User account 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the user account of the gambling participant who placed a bet on the gambling 

specified in the item IDHraToky in this data file. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 

Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

If the bet for the round of the gambling was paid by a foreign participant, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

If this is a odds betting for an animal race or if no user account was set up for the gambling 

participant, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Odds amount, or part thereof 

Machine file name: 

SazkaVysePuvodni 

 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The amount of the bet or part thereof  
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The amount of the bet, or part thereof, that the gambling participant has put into the game of 

gambling shall be stated. 

If ‘i’  is stated in the item HraKategorie and the gambling participant participates in the game 

only as a card dealer without subsequently placing a bet, a blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 

If the gambling is classified under category ‘e’, the amount of the bet or part thereof that was 

accepted or rejected shall be provided. 

Foreign deposit amount 

If ‘g’, ‘i’ and ‘j’ is stated in the item HraKategorie and if the item IDUzivKonto is blank 

(NULL), the amount of the foreign deposit identified by the entry under the item shall be 

stated. 

 

Item 6 

Date and time receiving bet, part thereof of foreign deposit 

Machine file name: 

SazkaPrijetiCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time of acceptance of the bet, or part thereof 

The date and time when the bet was accepted in the original amount. 

If the gambling is classified under category ‘e’, the date and time when the bet was accepted 

or rejected in the original amount shall be provided. 

Date and time of acceptance of a foreign deposit 

The date and time when the foreign deposit was accepted or rejected in the original amount 

shall be stated. 

In the case of the HraKategorie item, the value of "i" and the gambling participant 

participating in the game only in terms of handing out the cards without placing a bet in the 

game, the date and time of the start of the game concerned shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

The amount of accompanying supply, or its proportionate part 

Machine file name: 

DoprovodnePlneniVysePuvodni 
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Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The amount of accompanying supply, or its proportionate part, which the gambling 

participant is required to pay in addition to the bet to be allowed to participate in a specific 

round of the given type of a gambling (hereinafter referred to as the ‘accompanying supply’) 

and which was received together with the bet or part thereof. 

If category ‘g’, ‘i’ and ‘j’ is stated in the item HraKategore and in the item IDUzivKonto is 

blank (NULL), or if no accompanying supply is provided, a blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 

 

Item 8 

Date and time of receiving the accompanying supply, or its proportionate part 

Machine file name: 

DoprovodnePlneniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time of receiving the accompanying supply, or its proportionate part shall be stated. 

If category ‘g’, ‘i’ and ‘j’ is stated in the item HraKategore and in the item IDUzivKonto is 

blank (NULL), or if no accompanying supply is provided, a blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 

 

Item 9 

Game combinations 

Machine file name: 

SazkaHerniKombinace 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If ‘a’ is stated in the item HraKategorie, the details deciding whether a claim for winnings has 

arisen shall be stated. 

If ‘k’ is stated in the item HraKategorie, the result of the online live game in terms of the 

game combination common for all participants in that particular online live game shall be 

provided. 
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If the gambling falls under one of the other categories or if the value is yet to be set, a blank 

entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 10 

The amount of winnings claimed  

Machine file name: 

VyhraVyseNarok 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

If ‘a’, ‘c’, ‘d’, ‘e’ or ‘f’ a’ is stated in the item HraKategorie, the amount of the winning that 

can be claimed by the bettor shall be stated. If the bet is yet to be evaluated, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

If the gambling falls under one of the other categories, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

Item 11 

The amount of winnings paid or foreign winning 

Machine file name: 

VyhraVysePuvodni 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

Amount of the winning paid out 

The winning amount claimed by and paid out to the gambling participant on the basis of the 

bet shall be stated. 

If the winning is yet to be paid out, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

In the case of loss, 0 shall be stated. 

If ‘i’ is stated in the item HraKategorie and the gambling participant participates in the game 

only as a card dealer without subsequently placing a bet, a blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 

Amount of winning paid out to the foreign participant (hereinafter referred to as the ‛foreign 

winning’) 

If "g ", "i" and "j" is stated in the item  HraKategorie and if the item IDUzivKonto is blank 

(NULL), the amount of the foreign winning on which the foreign participant claimed based 

on foreign deposit, shall be stated.  

If the foreign winning is yet to be paid out, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 12 

Date and time of winnings paid to the gambling participate or foreign winning 

Machine file name: 

VyhraVyplaceniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time when the winning was paid out to the gambling participant 

The date and time when the winning was paid out to the gambling participant shall be stated. 

In the case of loss, its date and time shall be stated. 

If the winning is yet to be paid out, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

Date and time when the foreign winning was paid out 

The date and time when the foreign winning was paid shall be stated. 

In the case of loss, its date and time shall be stated. 

If the foreign winning is yet to be paid out, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 13 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The code of currency in which was bet or part thereof received. 

 

Item 14 

Point of sale, betting office or gambling premises 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

Identifier of the point of sale, betting office or gambling premises where the bet was accepted. 

Remote data file: misto.csv 

Remote item: IDMisto 

In case of online game, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 15 

Gambling position of the terminal device of technical game 

Machine file name: 

IDHerniPozice 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the gambling position of the terminal device of technical game used by the 

participant to participate in the technical game, if the gambling is classified under category ‘h’ 

and if terminal device of technical game placed in a gambling premises is used for 

participation: 

Remote data file: herni_pozice.csv 

Remote item: IDHerniPozice 

In all other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XVII 

The data on the next gambling and financial data by the joint lottery 

Data file name: 

sdileni.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall include other gambling and financial data on joint lottery.  

The entry shall be provided for the first time in the automated data output for remote access 

for the period in which a total of deposits were received from a joint gambling capital or a 

total of deposits were provided to a joint gambling capital. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on lottery. 

Entry items: 
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Item 1 

Entry identifier on transaction regarding the shared gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

IDSdileni 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator 

 

Item 2 

Game of gambling 

Machine file name: 

IDJednaHra 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the game of gambling identifying the lottery draw in the case of a lottery 

operated as a joint lottery. 

Remote data file: jedna_hra.csv 

Remote item: IDJednaHra 

Item 3 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the operator which provides automated data output. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 
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Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Item 4 

Identification of joint gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

HerniJistina 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 500 characters 

Item description: 

The identification of the joint gambling capital by the name or in another manner enabling to 

identify that particular joint gambling capital. 

 

Item 5 

The total amount of deposits received from the shared gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

PrijataVysePuvodni 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The total amount of the deposits received from joint gambling capital for the draw included in 

the date file jedna_hra.csv linked through reference link included in the item IDJednaHra  

If the total amount of deposits from joint gambling capital was not received, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Date and time of total deposits received from the shared gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

PrijetiCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time when the total amount of deposits received from joint gambling capital 

shall be stated. 

If the total amount of deposits from joint gambling capital was not received, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 7 

The currency of received total deposit from the joint gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

MenaKodPrijeti 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The code of the currency in which a total deposit from the joint gambling capital was received 

shall be stated. 

If a total deposit from the joint gambling capital was not received, a blank entry (NULL) shall 

be stated. 

 

Item 8 

The total amount of winnings provided into the joint gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

PoskytnutaVysePuvodni 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The total amount of winnings provided for joint gambling capital for a draw of the shared 

lottery stated in entry of the data file jedna_hra.csv  linked through reference link included in 

the item IDJednaHra. 

In case that the total amount of winnings was not provided for the shared gambling capital, a 

blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 9 

Date and time of provided deposits total amount into shared gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

PoskytnutiCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time when the total amount of deposits was provided for joint gambling capital 

shall be stated. 

In case that the total amount of winnings was not provided for joint gambling capital, a blank 

entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 10 

Currency of total winnings received into the provided shared gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

MenaKodPoskytnuti 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The code of the currency in which the total amount of winnings provided into the joint 

gambling capital was provided shall be stated. 

In case that the total amount of winnings was not provided for shared gambling capital, a 

blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XVIII 

The additional data about the next gambling and financial data by odds betting 

Data file name: 

hra_toky_kursova.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain additional gambling and financial data on odds betting. 

The entry shall be provided for the first time in the automated data output for the period in 

which the bet or part thereof was accepted. If any value entered under the item changes due to 

the fact that the item was not known at the moment the entry was provided for the first time, 

the entire entry shall be provided again with the current values in the automated data output 

for remote access for the period when the value of that entry under the item changed. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on odds betting. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Entry identifier on bet into the odds betting 

Machine file name: 

IDHraTokyKursova 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 
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First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator 

 

Item 2 

Bet, or part thereof 

Machine file name: 

IDHraToky 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the bet or part thereof containing the basic gambling and financial data on the bet 

or part thereof. 

Remote data file: hra_toky.csv 

Remote item: IDHraToky 

Item 3 

Ticket of odds bet 

Machine file name: 

IDTiket 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Unique identifier of the odds betting ticket, in which the bet or part of the bet stated in the 

entry of data file hra_toky.csv linked through reference link included in the item IDHraToky. 

Remote data file: tiket.csv 

Remote item: IDTiket 

 

Item 4 

The amount of odds 

Machine file name: 

SpolecnyKursVyse  

Data type: 

Decimal number with up to 3 decimal places 
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Item description: 

The odds at which the bet or thereof was accepted or rejected shall be stated.  If the claim to a 

winning is conditional on correctly guessing the result of another betting opportunity, the 

odds decisive for these betting opportunities at the time of accepting the bet or part of the bet 

shall be stated.  

 

Item 5 

The agreement acceptance on cash-out 

Machine file name: 

CashOut 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

Information as to whether the participant accepted a cash-out agreement. 

It shall be stated: 

0 –agreement cannot be accepted. 

1 –agreement was accepted. 

If an acceptance can be given but was not given yet, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

The amount of agreed payment ratio 

Machine file name: 

CashOutKursVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number with up to 3 decimal places 

Item description: 

If the value ‘1’ is stated the item CashOut , the agreed cash-out ratio shall be stated.  

If the value ‘0’ is stated the item CashOut , or is blank (NULL), a blank entry (NULL) shall 

be stated. 

 

Item 7 

Date and time of agreement acceptance on cash-out 

Machine file name: 

CashOutCas 
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Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If the value ‘1’ is stated the item CashOut , the time of agreement shall be stated. 

If the value ‘0’ is stated the item CashOut , or is blank (NULL), a blank entry (NULL) shall 

be stated. 

 

Item 8 

Odds advantage 

Machine file name: 

KursoveZvyhodneni 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The coefficient of the odds advantage granted to the participant in the context of placing odds 

betting shall be stated. 

If no odds advantage was granted to the participant, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 9 

The change of odds 

Machine file name: 

KursZmena 

Data type: 

Decimal number with up to 3 decimal places 

Item description: 

The changed odds at which the bet was evaluated based on the game plan, if different from 

the odds indicated under the item SpolecnyKursVyse, shall be stated.  

Odds may be changed only on the basis of circumstances specified in the game plan.  

If the bet was evaluated at the odds specified under the item SpolecnyKursVyse, a blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

If the bet is yet to be evaluated, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 10 

Condition to claim the winning 

Machine file name: 

AKO 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

Information as to whether the claim to the winning is conditional on correctly guessing the 

result of another betting opportunity. 

It shall be stated: 

0 –claim to the winning is not conditional. 

1 –claim to the winning is conditional. 

 

Data file XIX 

Data on betting opportunity on which the bet was placed 

Data file name: 

kursova_toto_rozpad.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details of the betting opportunity on which bet in a odds betting 

or in a totalisator game was placed. 

The data entry shall be provided for the first time in the automated data output for the period 

in which the bet or part of the bet was accepted. If the claim to the winning is conditional on 

correctly guessing another betting opportunity, exactly one entry shall be provided for every 

betting opportunity to which the odds betting relates. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on 

1. odds betting or 

2. totalizator game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Entry identifier on betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

IDKursovaTotoRozpad 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Bet, or part thereof 

Machine file name: 

IDHraToky 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the bet or part thereof containing the basic gambling and financial data on the bet 

or part thereof. 

Remote data file: hra_toky.csv 

Remote item: IDHraToky 

 

Item 3 

Betting opportunity 

Machine file name: 

IDPrilezitost 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the betting opportunity, on which the bet, or part thereof, was placed. 

Remote data file: prilezitost.csv 

Remote item: IDPrilezitost 

 

Item 4 

Odds amount 

Machine file name: 

KursVyse 
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Data type: 

Decimal number up to 3 decimal places 

Item description: 

If the value ‘K’ is stated in the item HraDruh  in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky the odds amount which was stated for betting 

opportunity stated in the data file data file prilezitost.csv linked through reference link 

included in the item IDPrilezitost at the moment of placing of the bet, shall be stated. 

If the value ‘R’ is stated in the item HraDruh in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XX 

The data on correction of amount of cash funds within each type of supply 

Data file name: 

hra_toky_oprava.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain information on the corrections of the amount of cash funds within 

each type of supply, which occurred during the period covered by the automated data output. 

One entry shall be provided for every correction. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Entry identifier on correction 

Machine file name: 

IDHraTokyOprava 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 
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Item 2 

Bet, or part thereof 

Machine file name: 

IDHraToky 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the bet, or part thereof, that are being corrected. 

Remote data file: hra_toky.csv 

Remote item: IDHraToky 

 

Item 3 

Type of supply 

Machine file name: 

TypTokyOprava 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Item description: 

Single-letter identifier referring to the type of supply to which the correction relates. 

It shall be stated: 

A  – bet, or part thereof 

B – winning paid out 

C – accompanying payment, or proportionate part thereof. 

D – returned accompanying payment. 

E – foreign deposit. 

F – foreign winning. 

G – returned bet or part thereof. 

J – rejected bet or part thereof. 

 

Item 4 

The amount of supply correction 

Machine file name: 

TokyOpravaVyse 
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Data type: 

Decimal place 

Item description: 

Amount of an additionally received part of the bet 

If the value ‘A’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse  in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and concerns an additionally received 

part of the bet, the amount of the part of the bet additionally received by the operator from the 

participant on the basis of a correction shall be stated. The additionally received amount shall 

be stated as a positive number 

Amount of a reduction of a bet or part thereof 

If the value ‘A’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of the amount of 

the bet or part of the bet, the amount of reduction of the bet or part of the bet on the basis of a 

correction shall be stated. The amount of the reduction shall be stated as a negative number. 

Amount of an additionally paid-out part of the winning 

If the value ‘B’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the pay-out of a part of a 

winning to which the participant became entitled on the basis of the bet, the amount of the 

part of the winning additionally paid out to the gambling participant by the operator on the 

basis of a correction shall be stated. The additionally paid-out amount shall be stated as a 

positive number. 

Amount of a reduction of a paid-out winning 

If the value ‘B’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of a paid-out 

winning, entitlement to which was granted to the gambling participant on the basis of the bet, 

the amount of reduction of the paid-out winning on the basis of a correction shall be stated. 

The amount of the reduction shall be stated as a negative number. 

Amount of an additionally received part of an accompanying supply or a proportionate part 

thereof 

If the value ‘C’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns a part of the accompanying 

supply received together with the bet, the amount of the part of the accompanying supply, or a 

proportionate part thereof, additionally received by the operator on the basis of a correction 

shall be stated. The additionally received amount shall be stated as a positive number. 

Amount of a reduction of an accompanying supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the value ‘C’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of an 

accompanying supply, or a proportionate part thereof, received together with the bet, the 

amount of reduction of the accompanying supply, or the proportionate part thereof, on the 

basis of a correction shall be stated. The amount of the reduction shall be stated as a negative 

number. 

Amount of a returned accompanying supply or a proportionate part thereof 
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If the value ‘D’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked by 

reference through included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the return of an 

accompanying supply (originally received together with the bet) or a proportionate part 

thereof, the amount of accompanying supply or the proportionate part thereof returned by the 

operator in accordance with the Gambling Act or on the basis of the approved game plan shall 

be stated. The returned amount shall be stated as a positive number. 

Amount of a reduction of a returned accompanying supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the value ‘D’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of a returned 

accompanying supply (originally received together with the bet or a proportionate part 

thereof), the amount of reduction of the returned accompanying supply or the proportionate 

part thereof on the basis of a correction shall be stated. The amount of the reduction shall be 

stated as a negative number. 

Amount of an additionally received part of a foreign deposit 

If the value ‘E’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns an additionally 

received part of the foreign deposit, the amount of the part of the foreign deposit additionally 

received by the operator on the basis of a correction shall be stated. The additionally received 

amount shall be stated as a positive number. 

Amount of a reduction of a foreign deposit 

If the value ‘E’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of the 

foreign deposit, the amount of reduction of the foreign deposit on the basis of a correction or 

for another reason shall be stated, if these reductions are claimed by the operator in the 

gambling tax return. The amount of the reduction shall be stated as a negative number. 

Amount of an additionally paid-out part of a foreign winning 

If the value ‘F’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the pay-out of a part of 

a foreign winning, to which a foreign participant became entitled on the basis of the deposit, 

the amount of the part of the foreign winning additionally paid out by the operator on the 

basis of a correction shall be stated. The additionally paid-out amount shall be stated as a 

positive number. 

Amount of a reduction of a paid-out foreign winning 

If the value ‘F’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of a 

foreign winning, entitlement to which was granted to the foreign participant on the basis of 

the deposit, the amount of reduction of the foreign winning on the basis of a correction shall 

be stated. The amount of the reduction shall be stated as a negative number. 

Amount of a bet or part of a bet returned by the operator 

If the value ‘G’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the return of the bet or 

part of the bet, the amount of bet or part thereof returned by the operator in accordance with 

the Gambling Act or on the basis of the approved game plan shall be stated. The returned 

amount shall be stated as a positive number. 

Amount of reduction of a bet or part of a bet returned by the operator 
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If the value ‘G’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of the 

bet or part of the bet, the amount of reduction of the bet or part of the bet returned by the 

operator on the basis of a correction shall be stated. The amount of the reduction shall be 

stated as a negative number. 

Amount of a rejected bet 

If the value "e" is stated in the item HraKategorie in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and value "J" is stated in the item 

TypTokyOprava the amount of the rejected bet identified shall be stated. The amount of the 

rejected bet shall be stated as a positive number. 

 

Item 5 

Date and time of supply correction 

Machine file name: 

TokyOpravaCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time of an additionally received part of the bet 

If the value ‘A’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and concerns an additionally received part of 

the bet, the date and time of the additional receipt of a part of a bet received by the operator 

on the basis of a correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of a reduction of a bet or part thereof 

If the value ‘A’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of the amount of 

the bet or part of the bet, the date and time of reduction of the whole or part of the bet on the 

basis of a correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of an additionally paid-out part of the winning 

If the value ‘B’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the pay-out of a part of a 

winning to which the participant became entitled on the basis of the bet, the date and time of 

the additional pay-out of a part of the winning shall be stated. 

Date and time of a reduction of a paid-out winning 

If the value ‘B’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of a paid-out 

winning, entitlement to which was granted to the gambling participant on the basis of the bet, 

the date and time of reduction of the paid-out winning on the basis of a correction shall be 

stated. 

Date and time of an additionally received part of an accompanying supply or a proportionate 

part thereof 
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If the value ‘C’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns a part of the accompanying 

supply received together with the bet, the date and time when that part of the accompanying 

supply, or a proportionate part thereof, was additionally received by the operator on the basis 

of a correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of a reduction of an accompanying supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the value ‘C’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of an 

accompanying supply, or a proportionate part thereof, received together with the bet the date 

and time of every reduction of the accompanying supply, or the proportionate part thereof, on 

the basis of a correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of a returned accompanying supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the value ‘D’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the return of an accompanying 

supply (originally received together with the bet) or a proportionate part thereof, the date and 

time of every occasion when the accompanying payment or the proportionate part thereof was 

returned shall be stated. 

Date and time of a reduction of a returned accompanying supply or a proportionate part 

thereof 

If the value ‘D’ is stated in item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of a returned 

accompanying supply (originally received together with the bet or a proportionate part 

thereof), the date and time of reduction of the returned accompanying payment or the 

proportionate part thereof on the basis of a correction shall be stated.  

Date and time of an additionally received part of a foreign deposit 

If the value ‘E’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns an additionally 

received part of the foreign deposit, the date and time when the foreign deposit was 

additionally received by the operator on the basis of a correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of a reduction of a foreign deposit 

If the value ‘E’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of the 

foreign deposit, the date and time of every reduction of the foreign deposit on the basis of a 

correction shall be stated.  

Date and time of an additionally paid-out part of a foreign winning 

If the value ‘F’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the pay-out of a part of 

a foreign winning, to which a foreign participant became entitled on the basis of the deposit, 

the date and time of the additional pay-out of the foreign winning, which was paid out by the 

operator on the basis of a correction, shall be stated.   

Date and time of a reduction of a paid-out foreign winning 

If the value ‘F’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the reduction of a 

foreign winning, entitlement to which was granted to the foreign participant on the basis of 
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the deposit, the date and time of every reduction of the paid-out foreign winning shall be 

stated.  

Date and time of a bet or part of a bet returned by the operator 

If the value ‘G’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the return of the bet or 

part of the bet, the date and time of every occasion when the whole or part of the bet was 

returned by the operator shall be stated.   

Date and time of reduction of a bet or part of a bet returned by the operator 

If the value ‘G’ is stated in the item TokyOpravaVyse in the data file hra_toky.csv linked 

through reference link included in the item IDHraToky and it concerns the the reduction of 

the bet or part of the bet, the date and time of every occasion when the whole or part of the bet 

was reduced by the operator on the basis of a correction shall be stated.  

Date and time of a rejected bet 

If the value "e" is stated in the item HraKategorie in the data file hra_toky.csv linked through 

reference link included in the item IDHraToky and value "J" is stated in the item 

TypTokyOprava the amount of the rejected bet identified shall be stated, the date and time 

when the bet was rejected shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The currency code in which the bet, or part thereof or foreign deposit stated in the entry of 

data file hra_toky.csv linked via reference link listed in item IDHraToky was received or 

rejected, shall be stated. 

 

Data file XXI 

The data on correction of supply by the joint lottery 

Data file name: 

sdileni_oprava.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain information on corrections of payments for a joint lottery, which 

occurred during the period covered by the automated data output. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on lottery. 
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Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry correction on transaction regarding the joint gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

IDSdileniOprava 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Transaction entry regarding shared gambling capital 

Machine file name: 

IDSdileni 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of transaction entry regarding shared gambling capital of which the correction 

relates. 

Remote data file: sdileni.csv 

Remote item: IDSdileni 

 

Item 3 

Type of supply 

Machine file name: 

TypSdileniOprava 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 2 characters 

Item description: 

Two-letter identifier referring to the type of the supply that was corrected. 
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It shall be stated: 

BX – the total amount of winnings provided for joint gambling capital 

CX – the total amount of deposits received from joint gambling capital 

 

Item 4 

Amount of supply correction 

Machine file name: 

SdileniOpravaVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

Amount of an additionally received part of the total amount of deposits received from joint 

gambling capital 

If the value ‘CX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it concerns the 

additional receipt of a part of the total amount of deposits received from joint gambling 

capital in relation to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni, the amount of the part 

of the total amount of deposits from joint gambling capital additionally received by the 

operator on the basis of a correction shall be provided. The additionally received amount shall 

be stated as a positive number. 

Amount of an additionally retuned the total amount of deposits received from gambling 

capital  

If the value ‘CX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it t concerns the 

additional return of the total amount of deposits received from joint gambling capital related 

to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni, the amount every additionally returned 

total amount of deposits received from joint gambling capital on the basis of a correction shall 

be provided. The additionally returned amount shall be stated as a negative number. 

Amount of an additionally provided part of the total amount of winnings provided for joint  

gambling capital 

If the value ‘BX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it concerns the 

additional provision of a part of the total amount of winnings provided for joint gambling 

capital in relation to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni, the amount of the part 

of the total amount of winnings additionally provided by the operator for joint gambling 

capital on the basis of a correction shall be provided. The additionally provided amount shall 

be stated as a positive number. 

Amount of an additionally received the total amount of winnings provided for joint  gambling 

capital 

If the ‘BX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it concerns the 

additional receipt of the total amount of winnings provided for joint gambling capital in 

relation to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni, the amount of every total 

amount of winnings provided for joint gambling capital additionally received on the basis of a 

correction shall be provided. The additionally received amount shall be stated as a negative 

number. 
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Item 5 

Date and time of supply correction 

Machine file name: 

SdileniOpravaCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time of the additional receipt of a part of the total amount of deposits 

If the value ‘CX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it concerns the 

additional receipt of a part of the total amount of deposits received from shared gambling 

capital in relation to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni, the date and time 

when the part of the total amount of deposits from joint gambling capital was additionally 

received by the operator on the basis of a correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of the return of the total amount of deposits received from joint gambling 

capital 

If the value ‘CX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it concerns the 

additional return of the total amount of deposits received from joint gambling capital related 

to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni, the date and time when total amount of 

deposits received from joint gambling capital was returned on the basis of correction shall be 

stated.  

Date and time of the additional provision of a part of the total amount of winnings 

If the value ‘BX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it concerns the 

additional provision of a part of the total amount of winnings provided for joint gambling 

capital in relation to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni, the date and time 

when the part of the total amount of winnings for joint gambling capital was additionally 

provided by the operator on the basis of a correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of the additional receipt of the total amount of winnings provided for joint 

gambling capital 

If the ‘BX’ is stated in the item TypSdileniOprava in this data file and it concerns the 

additional receipt of the total amount of winnings provided for joint gambling capital in 

relation to the transaction identified under the item IDSdileni the date and time of every 

occasion when the total amount of winnings provided for joint  gambling capital was 

additionally received on the basis of a correction shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 
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Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The code of the currency used for correction of the transaction relating to joint gambling 

capital shall be stated. 

 

Data file XXII 

The data on other supply 

Data file name: 

ostatni_plneni.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain information on of other supply required by the operator in addition 

to a bet that allows the gambling participant to participate in gambling and which is not tied to 

a particular game (hereinafter referred to as the ‘other supply’). The entry shall be provided 

for the first time in the automated data output for the period in which the other supply was 

received in the original amount. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of other supply 

Machine file name: 

IDOstatniPlneni 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 
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Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the operator for which provides automated data output. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Item 3 

User account 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Identifier of the user account, from which the other supply was provided. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 

Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

If no user account has been set up for the participant, the blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 1 character 

Item description: 

The single-letter identification of the type of gambling for which the other was provided. 

It shall be stated: 

L – lottery. 

K –odds betting. 

R – totalisator game. 

B – bingo. 

T – technical game. 

Z – live game. 
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Item 5 

The amount of other supply, or its proportion part 

Machine file name: 

OstatniPlneniVysePuvodni  

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The amount other supply or its proportional part was received shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Date and time of receiving the other supply 

Machine file name: 

OstatniPlneniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time when the other supply or its proportionate part was received shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The code of the currency in which the other supply or part thereof was received or returned 

shall be stated. 

 

Item 8 

Point of sale, betting office or gambling premises 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

Identifier of the point of sale, betting office or gambling premises where the other supply was 

received. 

Remote data file: misto.csv 

Remote item: IDMisto 

If the other supply was received in connection with participation in an online game, the blank 

entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XXIII 

The data on other supply correction 

Data file name: 

ostatni_plneni_oprava.csv 

Data file content: 

Data file shall include data on correction of the amount of cash funds on other supply that 

occurred during the period for which the automated data output for remote access is provided. 

Just one entry shall be provided for each correction. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identification or other supply correction 

Machine file name: 

IDOstatniPlneniOprava 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 
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Item 2 

Other supply 

Machine file name: 

IDOstatniPlneni 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of other supply, for which correction is provided. 

Remote data file: ostatní_plneni.csv 

Remote item: IDOstatniPlneni 

 

Item 3 

Type of supply 

Machine file name: 

TypOstatniPlneniOprava 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Type of other supply for which is correction provided. 

It shall  be stated: 

H  –other supply or a proportionate part thereof. 

I – returned other supply or a proportionate part thereof. 

 

 

Item 4 

The amount of correction supply 

Machine file name: 

OstatniPlneniOpravaVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

Amount of an additionally received part of the other supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the "H" entry is listed in the item TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents additional 

receipt of part of the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in 

the data file ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link included in IDOstatniPlneni, 
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the amount of the other supply, or its proportion, which was subsequently accepted by the 

operator as a result of the correction shall be stated. The amount of the additional admission 

shall be stated as a positive number. 

Amount of a reduction of the other supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the "H" entry is listed in the item TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents reduction of 

part of the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in the data_file 

ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link included in IDOstatniPlneni, the amount 

of the other supply, or its proportion, which was subsequently reduced by the operator as a 

result of the correction shall be stated. The amount of the additional admission shall be stated 

as a negative number. 

Amount of returned other supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the "I" entry is listed in the item TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents return of part of 

the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in the data_file 

ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link included in the item IDOstatniPlneni, the 

amount of the other supply, or its proportion, which was subsequently returned by the 

operator or on the basis of the legal reason differing from a correction shall be stated. The 

amount of the additional admission shall be stated as a positive number 

Amount of a reduction of a returned other supply or proportionate part thereof 

If the "I" entry is listed in the TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents reduction of return 

of part of the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in the 

data_file ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link inclided in IDOstatniPlneni, the 

amount of reduction of returned other supply, or its proportion, based on correction, shall be 

stated. The amount of the additional admission shall be stated as a negative number. 

Item 5 

Date and time of correction 

Machine file name: 

OstatniPlneniOpravaCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

Date and time of the additional receipt of the other supply or a part ofthereof 

If the "H" entry is listed in the item TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents additional 

receipt of part of the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in 

the data_file ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link included in the item 

IDOstatniPlneni, the date and time of acceptance received other supply or its proportional part 

received by the operator on the basis of correction shall be stated. 

Date and time of the reduction of the other supply or part thereof 

If the "H" entry is listed in the item TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents reduction of 

part of the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in the data_file 

ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link included in IDOstatniPlneni, the date and 

time of reduction of other supply or part thereof shall be stated. 

Date and time of the return of other supply or a proportionate part thereof 
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If the "I" entry is listed in the item TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents return of part of 

the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in the data_file 

ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link included in the item IDOstatniPlneni, the 

date and time of the return of other supply or a proportionate part shall be stated. 

Date and time of the reduction of a retuned other supply or a proportionate part thereof 

If the "I" entry is listed in the TypOstatniPlneniOprava, and it represents reduction of return 

of part of the received other supply or its proportional part included in the record in the 

data_file ostatní_plneni.csv, linked through the reference link included in IDOstatniPlneni, 

the date and time of reduction of returned other supply, or its proportion, based on correction 

shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The code of the currency in which the other supply or part thereof was received or returned 

shall be stated. 

 

Data file XXIV 

The data on user account login 

Data file name: 

prihlaseni.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall include the gambling participant login information to a user account that 

occurred during the period for which the automated remote access output is provided. In the 

event that a value of a record item is changed because the item was not known at the time the 

record was first provided, the entire record with the current values is returned to the 

automated remote access output for the period when the record item value was changed. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 
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Item 1 

Identifier of user account login 

Machine file name: 

IDPrihlaseni 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: String specified by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

User account 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of user account to which the gambling participant was logged in. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 

Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

 

Item 3 

Date and time of user account login 

Machine file name: 

PrihlaseniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time when the gambling participant logged in to the user account specified in the 

entry in the konto.csv data file linked via the reference link specified in item IDUzivKonto 

shall be stated. 
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Item 4 

Date and time of user account logout 

Machine file name: 

OdhlaseniCas 

 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time when the gambling participant was logged out from the user account 

specified in the entry in the konto.csv data file linked via the reference link specified in 

IDUzivKonto. 

If the gambling participant has not been unsubscribed at the end of the period for which the 

remote access automated data output is provided, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Game point of the terminal device of the technical game 

Machine file name: 

IDHerniPozice 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The game point identifier of a terminal device through which a gambling participant has 

loggin to the user account specified in the entry in the konto.csv data file linked through the 

reference link specified in IDUzivKonto if it concerns technical game and participation is 

through technical device placed in game premises. 

Remote data file: herni_pozice.csv 

Remote item: IDHerniPozice 

In other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XXV 

The data on self-restricting measures of gambling participant or on setting up the 

automated receiving bet by odds betting 

Data file name: 

sebeomezeni.csv 
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Data file content: 

The data file shall contain data on the self-restricting measures set by the gambling 

participants and on modifications of its setting. 

In the case where the setting of a given type of self-restricting gambling action concerns more 

than one type of gambling, a single entry for that type of self-restricting gambling 

participant's action in this data file shall be given. 

In the automated remote access output provided for the period during which a user account 

has been set up for a gambling user, records for all types of self-restricting measures, 

regardless of whether the gambling participant has set these self-restricting measures in 

relation to this user account, or whether they have declined their settings. 

In the case of an exchange bet where the operator permits the possibility of setting automatic 

betting with different betting opportunities parameters, the data file furthermore contains data 

about receiving automatic betting with different betting opportunities parameters or not using 

their auto-acceptance option for the period for which it is automated remote access output 

provided. 

When delivering the automated data output for the first time, the data file shall contain data 

entries on all self-restricting measures currently set by all gambling participants and in the 

case of an odds betting where the operator admits the possibility of automatically accepting 

bets with different betting opportunities parameters, the data file contains a record of the 

individual acceptance of automatic betting with different betting opportunities parameters or 

the non-use of the automatic receiving option. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of setting up the self-restricting measure  

Machine file name: 

IDNastaveniSO 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

If the value of the self-restricting measure is set at the same time for more than one type of 

gambling, the self-restricting measure for all this automated remote access output is always 

the same identifier of the self-restricting measure. 
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Item 2 

User account 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The user account identifier to which the type of self-restricting measure refers, changing its 

settings, or automatically accepting bets with different betting opportunities parameters. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 

Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

 

Item 3 

Type of self-restricting measure or automated receiving the bet 

Machine file name: 

TypSO 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 2 characters 

Item description: 

The type of self-restricting measure that was a participant of the gambling listed in the record 

in the konto.csv data file established via the reference link specified in the IDUzivKonto item 

is set or rejected, or information on the setting of automatic betting with different parameters 

of betting opportunity. 

It shall be stated: 

a - maximum amount of bets per day 

b - maximum bets per calendar month 

c - maximum amount of net loss in 1 day 

d - maximum net loss per calendar month 

e - maximum number of user account logins per calendar month 

f - maximum daily login on user account until automatic logout 

g - the maximum time for which a gambling participant shall not be allowed to participate in 

gambling with this operator after logging out of the user account 

ap - setting of automatic acceptance of a bet with different betting parameters than the ones 

originally selected by the bettor, if these parameters changed during the betting period as 

regards the odds betting and the operator allowed this setting 
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Item 4 

The value of self-restricting measure - amount 

Machine file name: 

HodnotaVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

If the value of "a", "b", "c" or "d" is entered in the TypSO entry, the value of the set self-

restricting measure shall be stated. 

If a gambling participant has not set or declined the setting of the self-restricting measure 

specified in the TypSO item, or if the setting has been individually rejected, the blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

In the case of other types of self-restricting measures and automatic betting with different 

betting parameters, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

The value of self-restricting measure - number 

Machine file name: 

HodnotaPocet 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

If the value of "e" is entered in the TypSO entry, the number of login into the user account 

shall be stated. 

If a gambling participant has not set or declined the setting of the self-restricting measure 

specified in the TypSO item, or if the setting has been individually rejected, the blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

In the case of other types of self-restricting measures and automatic betting with different 

betting parameters, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

The value of self-restricting measure - period 

Machine file name: 

HodnotaCas 

Data type: 

Integer 
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Item description: 

If the value of "f”, or "g" is entered in the TypSO entry, the value of self-restricting measure 

in whole minutes shall be stated. 

If a gambling participant has not set or declined the setting of the self-restricting measure 

specified in the TypSO item, or if the setting has been individually rejected, the blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

In the case of other types of self-restricting measures and automatic betting with different 

betting parameters, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

Date and time of setting up the value 

Machine file name: 

SONastaveniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time at which the value of the self-restricting measure or the automatic 

acceptance of bets with different betting parameters shall be stated. 

If the setting of the self-restricting measure has been rejected, the date and time of the 

rejection of the setting shall be indicated. 

In the case of automatic acceptance of bets with different betting parameters, the date and 

time at which automatic acceptance of bets setting was made or the rejection shall be stated. 

If the gambling participant has not yet set or refused the setting of the self-restricting measure 

in the TypSO, the date and time of setting up the user account shall be stated. 

 

Item 8 

Date and time of value efficiency 

Machine file name: 

SOUcinnostiCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time at which the value of the self-restricting measure or the automatic 

acceptance of bets with different betting parameters occurred or took effect shall be stated. 

If the setting of a self-restricting measure or automatic acceptance of bets with different 

betting parameters has been rejected, the date and time at which rejecting the setting occurred 

or took effect shall be stated. 
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If the gambling participant has not yet set or refused the setting of the self-restricting measure 

in the TypSO, the date and time of setting up the user account shall be stated. 

Item 9 

The refusal of setting up the value 

Machine file name: 

SOOdmitnuti 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

Information on whether a participant of gambling has set the value of a self-restricting 

measure or has set automatic acceptance of bets with different betting parameters, or has 

refused to set the value of the self-restricting measure, or has not set the possibility of 

automatic acceptance of bets with different betting opportunities. 

It shall be stated: 

0 - a participant of gambling has set the value of a self-restricting measure or has set an 

automatic acceptance of bets with different betting opportunities parameters 

1 – a participant of gambling refused to set the value of the self-restricting measure or did not 

set an automatic acceptance of bets with different betting opportunities parameters 

If a participant of gambling has not yet set or declined the setting of a self-restricting measure, 

a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 10 

The currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

A text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

If the value of "a", "b", "c" or "d" is entered in the TypSO entry, the currency code set in self-

restricting measure shall be stated. 

In the case of other types of self-restricting measures and automatic acceptance of bets with 

different betting parameters, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Data file XXVI 

The data on type of game for which the self-limited measure is set up 

Data file name: 

sebeomezeni_hra_druh.csv 
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Data file content: 

The data file contains information about the type of game to which the self-restricting 

measure is set. 

For each type of self-restricting measure set for the type of game for which the automated 

remote access output is provided, just one record shall be stated. 

When the automated remote access output is provided for the first time, the data file shall 

contain data records of all the currently set self-restricting measures of all gambling 

participants. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Entry identifier on type of game for which the self- restricting measure is set up 

Machine file name: 

IDSOHraDruh 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Self-restricting measure 

Machine file name: 

IDNastaveniSO 

Data type: 

Reference link with a length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the self-restricting measure setting for the respective entry. 

Remote data file: sebeomezeni.csv 

Remote item: IDNastaveniSO 
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Item 3 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

An identification of the type of gambling for which the self-restricting measure specified in 

the TypSO entry is set in the record in the sebeomezeni.csv data file established via the 

reference link specified in the IDNastaveniSO. 

It shall be stated: 

L – lottery 

K – odds betting 

R – totalizator game 

B – bingo 

T – technical game 

Z – live game 

 

Data file XXVII 

The data on transfer of cash funds 

Data file name: 

ucet.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file contains data about the transfer of cash funds to the user account or the user 

account that occurred during the period for which the automated remote access output is 

provided. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of transfer of cash funds 

Machine file name: 

IDTransakce 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

User account 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the user account to which or from the cash funds were transferred. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 

Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

 

Item 3 

The amount of transmitted cash funds 

Machine file name: 

TransakceVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The amount of transfer of cash funds shall be stated. In the case of transferring cash funds to 

the user account, a positive number shall be stated. In the case of transferring cash funds from 

the user account, a negative number shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

Date and time of transition of cash funds 

Machine file name: 

TransakceCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 
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Item description: 

Date and time when the cash funds were transferred shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

The method of transfer of cash funds 

Machine file name: 

TransakceZpusob 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

The method in which the cash funds were transferred to a user account or from a user account. 

It shall be stated: 

0 - cash payment 

1 - cashless payment 

 

Item 6 

Specification of method of transmission of cash funds 

Machine file name: 

TransakceZpusobUpresneni 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The specification of the manner in which cash funds have been transferred to the user account 

or from the user account shall be specified. 

 

 

Item 7 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The code of the currency in which the cash funds were transferred shall be stated. 
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Data file XXVIII 

The data on participation in technical game 

Data file name: 

doba_ucasti.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file contains data about the time of participation of a gambling participant in a 

technical game that was started during the period for which the automated remote access 

output is provided. In case that a value of an entry item is changed because the item was not 

known at the time of the first provision of the record, the entire record with the current values 

shall again be provided in the automated remote access output during the period when the 

value of the entry item was changed. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall be included only when providing game and financial data on technical game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identification of participation period 

Machine file name: 

IDDobaUcasti 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

User Account 

Machine file name: 

IDUzivKonto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the user account based on which the game participant participates in game. 

Remote data file: konto.csv 
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Remote item: IDUzivKonto 

 

Item 3 

Date and time of the beginning to participate 

Machine file name: 

ZacatekUcastiCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time of the beginning of the technical game participation. 

 

Item 4 

Date and time of the end of participation 

Machine file name: 

KonecUcastiCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time of the end of the technical game participation shall be stated. 

If the participation of a gambling participant in the technical game is not terminated at the end 

of the period for which the automated remote access output is provided, a blank entry (NULL) 

shall be stated. 

 

Data file XXIX 

The data on exchange rate  

Data file name: 

mena_kurs.csv 

Data file content: 

The data set shall contain data on the currency exchange rate decisive for determining the 

gambling tax base for the entire taxable period to which data is related in automated remote 

access output. 

For every calendar day of this tax period, the exchange rate of each currency in which the 

game and financial data relating to that date, excluding the Czech currency, shall be stated. 

For each calendar day and each currency, a maximum of one entry shall be stated. 
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Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included in the data file containing the automated remote access 

output for the last period of the last day of submission of the gambling tax return. In other 

cases, the data file shall not be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Entry identification on amount of the exchange rate 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamMenaKurs 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the operator providing automated data output for remote access. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Item 3 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 
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Data type: 

Text with length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Single-letter identification of the type of gambling. 

It shall be stated: 

L – lottery 

K  – odds betting 

R  – totalizator game 

B – bingo 

T – technical game 

Z – live game 

 

Item 4 

Exchange rate decisive for determination of taxable base from gambling 

Machine file name: 

KursVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number up to 3 decimal places 

Item description: 

The amount of the exchange rate of the Czech currency with respect to the currency in which 

the financial flows and gambling processes took place, which is decisive for the determination 

of the gambling tax base, shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The currency code in which the financial flows and gambling processes took place shall be 

stated 
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Item 6 

Identification of calendar date 

Machine file name: 

Datum 

Data type: 

Date 

Item description: 

The calendar day for which the exchange rate is determined shall be stated. 

 

Subsection 4 

Content of automated data output for daily gambling reports or daily gambling log 

The operator shall provide game and financial data in automated data output for daily 

gambling report ing or daily gambling log in the data file. 

An automated data output for daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log shall contain 

game and financial data only for the operator, the reporting period, the type of game, and the 

casino listed in the data file name with that output. 

In automated data output data for daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log, the 

interface version metadata states: 1.0 

The data file shall contain the following data files: 

 

 

Data file I 

The data on the operator  

Data file name: 

provozovatel.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain just one entry with operator-specifying data that provides 

automated data output for daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log, regardless of 

whether this data has already been provided in a data file containing an automated data output 

for daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log. The data valid on the last day of the 

calendar month for which daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log shall be provided. 

Types of gambling in which the data file is assigned to automated data output: 

The data file is always included. 

Entry items: 
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Item 1 

Identifier of the operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

An operator´s identification number providing an automated data output for daily gambling 

reporting or daily gambling log or, if the identification number has not been allocated to the 

operator, the operator's own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance 

of the basic license shall be stated. Also, leading zeros shall be included if they are included 

in the operator´s identification number or operator's own number. 

 

Item 2 

Identifier of the operator 

Machine file name: 

ProvozovatelNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The name or business of the operator listed in the Commercial Register or other similar 

register of the State in which the operator has its registered office. 

 

Data file II 

 Information about the location where the game is operated 

Data file name: 

misto.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain data indicating the casino for which daily gambling reporting or 

daily gambling log is provided. The data valid on the last day of the calendar month for which 

daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log is provided. 

For each casino there is just one entry. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 
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Item 1 

Identifier of casino 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

When multiple gambling is operated in a single gambling premises, the same identifier, 

including automated data output for remote access, is used in all automated data output 

provided by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Name of casino 

Machine file name: 

MistoNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The name of casino listed in the license for location of gambling premises shall be stated. 

 

Item 3 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the operator providing automated data output for daily gambling reports or 

daily gambling log. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 
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Item 4 

Casino´s Longitude 

Machine file name: 

GPSX 

Data type: 

Decimal number with at least 4 and maximum 7 decimal places 

Item description: 

In the case where the item SidloKodRuian is blank (NULL), the eastbound (X-axis) in the 

WGS 84 coordinate system shall be specified as the casino address. 

If the longitude of a casino is listed in one of the automated data outputs previously provided, 

the casino´s longitude shall be specified even if the item SidloKodRuian in this entry is not 

blank (NULL). 

In other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

Item 5 

Casino´s Latitude 

Machine file name: 

GPSY 

Data type: 

Decimal number with at least 4 and maximum 7 decimal places 

Item description: 

In the case where the item SidloKodRuian is blank (NULL), the northern (Y-axis) degrees in 

the WGS 84 coordinate system shall be specified as the casino address. The lowest number of 

decimal places is 4 and the highest number of decimal places is 7. 

If the latitude of the casino is listed in any of the previously provided automated data outputs, 

the latitude of the casino shall be specified even if the item SidloKodRuian in this entry is not 

blank (NULL). 

In other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Name of the street or other public location 

Machine file name: 

Ulice 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 
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Item description: 

The name of the street or other public location in which the casino address is located shall be 

stated. 

 

 

Item 7 

House number or registration number 

Machine file name: 

CP 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

The house number or registration number of the casino address shall be stated. 

If the house number or registration number is not assigned, a blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 

 

Item 8 

Reference number 

Machine file name: 

CO 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 10 characters 

Item description: 

The reference number with the appendix, if applicable, of the casino address shall be stated. 

If reference number is not assigned, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 9 

Part of municipality 

Machine file name: 

CastObce 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

In the case of a casino located in the territory of a municipality divided into city districts or 

city quarters, the name of the city district or city quarter where the address of the casino is 

located shall be stated. 
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In case the casino is located in the territory of the capital city of Prague, the name of the 

cadastral area on which the address of the casino is located shall be stated. 

In other cases, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 10 

Postal code 

Machine file name: 

PSC 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

Postal code of casino´s address shall be stated. 

 

 

Item 11 

Municipality 

Machine file name: 

Obec 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

The name of municipality in which the casino´s address is located shall be stated. 

 

Item 12 

The district number of the capital city of Prague 

Machine file name: 

Obvod 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

The district number of the Capital City of Prague in accordance with the Act on territorial 

division of the state in which the address of the casino is located shall be stated. 

If the address of the casino is not located in the capital city of Prague, a blank entry (NULL) 

shall be stated. 
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Item 13 

Region 

Machine file name: 

Kraj 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

A three-letter identification of the region in which the casino´s address is located. 

It shall be stated: 

PHA - Capital City of Prague  

STC - Central Region 

JHC - South Bohemian Region 

PLK - Pilsen Region 

KVK – Carlsbad 

ULK - Ústí nad Labem Region 

LBK - Liberec Region 

HKK - Hradec Kralove Region 

PAK - Pardubice Region 

VYS - Vysočina Region 

JHM - South Moravian Region 

OLK - Olomouc Region 

MSK - Moravskoslezský kraj 

ZLK - Zlin Region 

 

Item 14 

Code of address place 

Machine file name: 

SidloKodRuian 

Data type: 

Integer 

Item description: 

The code of the casino´s address assigned to that address in the basic register of territorial 

identification, addresses and real estate shall be stated. 

If the casino´s address is not assigned to the address code, the blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 
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Data file III 

 The data on live game or bingo 

 

Data file name: 

evidence_her.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain data on live game or bingo, not operated as an online game, the 

operation of which has been authorized by a basic license for at least one day in a calendar 

month for which a daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log is provided. 

The data file shall furthermore contain data on the combination of live games in the case 

where a live game is played on a live game table or more live games are played in the live 

tournament (further "live game tournament") without closing the live game table. For each 

such combination of live games, a separate record shall be stated. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of life game, or bingo 

Machine file name: 

IDHra 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

In all automated data outcome for daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log, the same 

identifiers are used for the same live game or bingo. 

Item 2 

Operator 

Machine file name: 

IDProvozovatel 
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Data type: 

Reference number with a maximum length of 20 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the operator providing automated data output for daily gambling reporting or 

daily gambling log. 

Remote data file: provozovatel.csv 

Remote item: IDProvozovatel 

 

Item 3 

Name of live game, or bingo 

Machine file name: 

HraNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If the "B" entry is listed in the "HraDruh" item, the bingo name shall be in the form specified 

in the basic license, regardless of the language and the font. 

If the "Z" entry is listed in the "HraDruh" item, the name of the live game shall be in the form 

specified in the basic license, regardless of the language and the font. In the event that the 

record contains data on the combination of live games, all the names of the live games that 

generate this combination shall be stated in this way. 

In the case where the name of the gambling is not given in the basic license, the type of 

gambling under the Gambling Act shall be stated. 

 

Item 4 

Type of game 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 characters 

Item description: 

One-letter identification of the type of game. 

It shall be stated: 

B –bingo 

Z - live game or a combination of live games 
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Data file IV 

 The data on casino´s cash register premises, live game table, tournament of live game or 

bingo drawing lots 

 

Data file name: 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file included in the automated data output for daily gambling reporting shall include 

data about the casino´s cash register, live game´s table or live casino tournament. In the case 

of a live game´s table, the details of the operating segment per currency received on this table 

are given. 

The data file contained in the automated daily gambling record output shall contain data about 

the bingo drawing lots operating segment of the casino. 

For the purpose of daily gambling reporting and daily gambling log, the operating segment is 

understood to mean a continuous part of the operating day in which the casino´s cash register, 

live game´s table, live game tournament or bingo were provided. 

The entry of the operating segment shall be provided in an automated data output for daily 

gambling reporting or daily gambling log for a period that includes the operating day of 

which that segment is part. 

 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of casino´s cash register premises, live game table, tournament of live game, or 

bingo drawing lots 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamPSTB 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 
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Item 2 

Identifier of casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of live game, or bingo 

drawing lots 

Machine file name: 

IDPSTB 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

Casino´s cash register identifier 

If the "P" entry is listed in the item PokladnaStulTurnajBingo, this casino account identifier 

that is divided into two parts shall be stated. 

First part: identification number of the operator or, if the identification number has not been 

provided to the operator, the operator's own number assigned to the operator in connection 

with the issuance of the basic license. 

The casino´s cash register identifier is repeated for all records relating to this casino´s cash 

register. 

Second part: string designated by the operator. 

The identifier of the live game´s table 

If the "S" entry is listed in the item PokladnaStulTurnajBingo, this identifier of a live game´s 

table that is divided into two parts shall be stated. 

First part: identification number of the operator or, if the identification number has not been 

provided to the operator, the operator's own number assigned to the operator in connection 

with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: The serial number or other unique identifier of the live game table that is 

specified in the clearance for the gambling premises. 

The live game´s table identifier is repeated for all records relating to this table. 

Live game tournament identifier 

If the "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo, the tournament identifier of the live 

game is divided into two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator or, if the identification number has not been 

provided to the operator, the operator's own number assigned to the operator in connection 

with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string designated by the operator. 

The live game tournament identifier is repeated for all entries for this tournament. 

Bingo drawings lots identifier 

If the "B" entry is listed in the item PokladnaStulTurnajBingo, the bingo drawing lot identifier 

for bingo, which is divided into two parts, shall be stated. 

First part: identification number of the operator or, if the identification number has not been 

provided to the operator, the operator's own number assigned to the operator in connection 

with the issuance of the basic license. 
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Second part: Serial number of the random number generator for bingo drawings, which is 

stated in the clearance for the placement of the game premises. 

The bingo drawing lots identifier shall be repeated for all entries relating to this draw. 

 

Item 3 

Type of entry 

Machine file name: 

PokladnaStulTurnajBingo 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Information about whether this entry contains information about the casino´s cash register, the 

live game´s table, the live game tournament, or the bingo. 

It shall be stated: 

P - casino´s cash register 

S - live game table 

T - live game tournament 

B - bingo 

 

Item 4 

Casino 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of the casino for which the automated data output for daily gambling reporting 

or daily gambling log shall be provided. 

Remote data file: misto.csv 

Remote item: IDMisto 

 

Item 5 

Game 

Machine file name: 

IDHra 
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Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of a live game played on the respective live game table of a live game within a 

live game tournament, or bingo, for which the data shall be provided. 

Remote data file: evidence_her.csv. 

Remote item: IDHra 

If the "P" entry is listed in the item PokladnaStulTurnajBingo, a blank entry (NULL) shall be 

stated. 

 

Item 6 

Total amount of net gambling result 

Machine file name: 

CistyHerniVysledek 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

If the "S" entry is listed in the term PokladnaStulTurnajBingo, the total value of the valuable 

cheques that were accepted by the gambling participants in the game and which were not 

returned at the same time during the operating segment (further "net game result") shall be 

stated. 

If the "P", "T" or "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 

 

 

Item 7 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

If the "S" entry is listed in the term PokladnaStulTurnajBingo, the currency code of the net 

game result as stated in item CistyHerniVysledek shall be stated. 

If the "P", "T" or "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the blank entry 

(NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 8 

Beginning of operating segment 

Machine file name: 

ProvozOd 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If the "P" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the 

beginning of the casino´s cash register operating segment shall be stated. 

If the "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the 

beginning of the operating segment of live game table shall be stated. 

If the "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the 

beginning of tournament of live game shall be stated. In the event that a live game tournament 

is held in more than one operating segments, the date and time of the beginning of that 

tournament shall be stated. 

If the "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the 

beginning of the bingo drawing lots of the operating segment shall be stated. 

 

Item 9 

End of operating segment 

Machine file name: 

ProvozDo 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If the "P" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the end of 

the casino´s cash register operating segment shall be stated. 

If the "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the end of 

the operating segment of live game table shall be stated. 

If the "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the end of 

tournament of live game shall be stated. In the event that a live game tournament is held in 

more than one operating segment, the date and time of the end of that tournament shall be 

stated. 

If the "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item, the date and time of the end of 

the bingo drawing lots of the operating segment shall be stated. 

 

Data file V 

 The data on each type of funds in cash register with respect to a live game 
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Data file name: 

prostredek.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain information about individual types of funds for a single casino´s 

cash register, live game table or live game tournament. Funds is understood a cash funds at 

the cash register for banknotes, coin box, value chips at the casino´s cash register or in the 

cheques donation cash register and valuable cheques at the tip cash register. 

For each entry in the data file pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv relating to the casino´s cash 

register, live game table or live game tournament, the data on the cash funds at the cash 

register in relation to the live game shall indicate the beginning and ending condition of the 

cash funds or valuable cheques at the casino´s cash register and individual cash register of 

live game table and live game tournaments. For each type of resource, each cash register and 

each currency shall be given a single entry. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall only be included when providing game and financial data about a live game 

not operated as an online game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry on means in cash register 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamProstredek 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Operating segment of casino´s cash register, live game table, or tournament of live game 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamPSTB 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

The identifier of an operating segment of casino´s cash register, live game table or tournament 

of live game to which the cash register relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Remote item: IDZaznamPSTB 

 

Item 3 

Casino´s cash register, live game table, or tournament of live game 

Machine file name: 

IDPSTB 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of casino´s cash register, live game table or tournament of live game to which 

the cash register relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Remote item: IDPSTB 

 

Item 4 

Type of funds 

Machine file name: 

Prostredek 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

Information on data expressed in this entry. 

It shall be stated: 

0  - total amount of cash funds 

1 - total value of the valuable cheques at the casino´s cash register or cheque counter 

2 - total value of the valuable cheques in the cash register for tips 

 

Item 5 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 
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Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

In the case where "0" is entered in the item, the code of the currency in which the funds are 

deposited in the casino’s cash register or in the cash register for banknote and coins shall be 

stated. 

If the value of "1" or "2" is entered in the item, the currency code of the value cheque stored 

in the casino´s cash register, cash register for cheque dotation or cash register for tips is 

stated. 

 

Item 6 

Beginning condition 

Machine file name: 

StavVysePocatek 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

In the case of the item "0", the total amount of cash of the given currency in the cash register 

for banknotes and coins in the initial condition for the operating segment of the live game 

table, live game table used for tournament or the casino´s cash register should be stated in the 

entry in the data file pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv established through the reference link 

listed in IDZaznamPSTB. 

In the case where "1" is entered, the sum of the total value of the valuable cheques of the 

given currency in the cash register for cheque donation in the initial condition for the live 

game table or the cash register of the casino listed in the record in the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo. csv established through the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB. 

In the case of the item "2", the total value of the valuable cheques of the given currency in the 

initial condition at the cash register for tips within the operating segment of live game table or 

all tables of the live game tournament listed in the record in the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv established through the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB. 

Item 7 

Final condition 

Machine file name: 

StavVyseKonec 

Data type: 

Decimal number 
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Item description: 

In the case of the item "0", the total amount of cash of the given currency in the cash register 

for banknotes and coins in the final condition for the operating segment of the live game 

table, all live game table used for tournament or the casino´s cash register stated in the entry 

in the data file pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv established through the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB. 

In the case where "1" is entered, the sum of the total value of the valuable cheques of the 

given currency in the cash register for cheque donation in the final condition for the live game 

table or the cash register of the casino listed in the record in the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo. csv established through the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB. 

In the case of the item "2", the total value of the valuable cheques of the given currency in the 

final condition at the cash register for tips within the operating segment of live game table or 

all tables of the live game tournament listed in the record in the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv established through the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB. 

 

Data file VI 

 The data on total amount of cash funds or total value of valuable cheque in cash 

register and data with respect to drawing lots for bingo 

 

Data file name: 

PSTB_transakce.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file contained in the automated data output for daily gambling reporting shall contain 

total amount data about the transaction of cash funds or valuable cheques at the cash register, 

cash register for banknotes and coins or cash register for tips for operating segment of 

casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of live game. 

The data file contained in the automated data output for daily gambling reporting shall contain 

summary data on the transaction of cash funds for the bingo drawing lot. 

For each business segment, each transaction type, each currency, and each payment method, 

there shall be just one entry. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of total amount of cash, or total value of valuable cheques 

Machine file name: 

IDTransakce 
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Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Operating segment of casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of live game, or 

drawing lots for bingo 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamPSTB 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of operating segment of casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of 

live game, bingo drawing lot of which the entry on total cash funds, or total amount of 

valuable cheques relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Remote item: IDZaznamPSTB 

 

Item 3 

Casino´s cash register, live game table,, tournament of live game, or drawing lots for 

bingo 

Machine file name: 

IDPSTB 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of live game, or bingo 

drawing lot to which the cash register relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Remote item: IDPSTB 
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Item 4 

Type of transaction 

Machine file name: 

TransakceTyp 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 2 characters 

Item description: 

Transaction types of the operating segment of casino´s cash register 

If a "P" value is entered in the item PokladnaStulTurnajBingo  in the entry 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv data file referenced in the IDZaznamPSTB entry, the 

transaction type identification shall be stated in relation to operating segment listed in the 

record in the pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked through the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB: 

1 - total amount of cash funds received to cover deposits in the live game tournament 

2- total amount of cash funds received in cash for deposition into a user account for online 

live game or other game or bingo deposit 

3 - total amount of cash funds received and deposited by an operator to supplement the cash 

out of the cash funds that have been separated from cash   related to operating games in the 

casino 

4 - total amount of cash funds received and deposited by the operator at the casino cashier on 

the basis of other transactions relating to the transaction of valuable cheques or cash related to 

operating games in the casino 

5 - total amount of cash paid out of the live game tournament 

6 - total amount of cash withdrawn from the user account for online live games or other types 

of gambling or as win or return from bingo 

7 - total amount of cash funds disbursed for the purpose of withdrawing cash from the 

casino's cash  register, and hence from the cash funds that were up to that moment part of the 

cash funds for cash transactions related to operating games in the casino 

8 - total value of the valuable cheques that were accepted differently than by means of cash 

register for tips 

G1 - total amount of cash paid as a refund of a live game tournament deposit due to the 

cancellation of the live game tournament 

H1 - total amount of cash funds received to cover other supply 

I1 - total amount of cash funds paid for the purpose of refund of other supply or parts thereof 

J1 - total amount of cash funds received to cover the purchase of valuable cheques 

K1 - total amount of cash funds paid by the gambling participant against the submitted 

valuable cheques 

L1 - total value of valuable cheques that were not returned or lost 

Transaction types of operating segment of live game table  
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If the "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo  in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv referred to in the IDZaznamPSTB specifies the "S" value, the 

transaction type identification shall be stated in relation to the operating segment of the live 

game table specified in the record in the data file pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked via 

the reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB: 

9- the total amount of cash transferred from the banknote and coin cash register to the 

casino´s cash register 

10- the total value of the valuable cheques received at the cash register for donating the 

cheques from casino´s cash register  

11 - the total value of the valuable cheques transferred from the cash register for donating the 

cheques to the casino´s cash register 

12 - total value of the valuable cheques received at the cash register for tips 

13 - the total value of valuable cheques transferred from the cash register for tips to the 

casino´s cash register 

J2 - the total amount of cash funds received to cover the purchase of valuable cheques 

Transaction types of the operating segment of the live game tournament  

In the case where the "T" value is entered in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo in the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv referred to in IDZaznamPSTB, the transaction type 

identification shall be stated in relation to the operating segment of the  live game tournament 

in the data file pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked through the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB: 

14 - the total amount of cash funds received to cover the purchase of the deposit to the live 

game tournament at the live game table 

15 - the total amount of cash transferred from banknotes and coins to the cash register to the 

casino´s cash register 

16- the total value of the valuable cheques received at the cash register for the tips 

17 - the total value of the valuable cheques transferred from the cash register for the tips to 

the casino´s cash register 

Types of transactions of operating segment for bingo drawing lot 

In the case where the "B" item is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv referred to in IDZaznamPSTB, the transaction type 

identification shall be stated in relation to the bingo drawing lot specified in the record in the 

data file pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked though the reference link listed in 

IDZaznamPSTB: 

A1 - the total amount of cash funds received for bingo bets 

B1 - total amount of cash funds paid as winnings 

C1 - the total amount of cash funds received to cover the bingo accompanying supply 

D1- the total amount of returns of bingo accompanying supply that are returned for a reason 

other than correction 

G1 - the total amount of bets returned as a result of bingo cancellation 

H1 - total amount of cash funds received to cover other supply 
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I1 - the total amount of cash funds paid for the purpose of return of all or part of other supply 

 

Item 5 

The total amount of cash funds or total value of valuable cheques 

Machine file name: 

TransakceVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The total amount of cash funds or total value of the valuable cheques for the type of 

transaction listed in the TypTransakce item for the entire operating segment shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The currency code of the valuable cheques or the currency in which the transaction was 

specified in the TypTransakce shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

The method of payment method 

Machine file name: 

TransakceZpusob 

Data type: 

Binary value 

Item description: 

Identification of whether the funds were received in cash or cashless. 

It shall be stated: 

0- cash payment 

1 - cashless payment 

If TypTransakce item equals to value "2, 3", "4", "6", "7", "8", "9", "10", "11", "12", "13", 

"15", "16", "17", or "L1", the blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Data file VII 

 The data on tournament of live game, game of live game and bingo game 

 

Data file name: 

hra_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file contains the tournament details of the live game or part thereof and the bingo 

game. The entry relating to a live game tournament or part thereof shall be included in the 

data file in the daily gambling reporting for the calendar month in which the live game 

tournament or its part took place. 

In the event that a live game tournament is held in more than one operating segment, one live 

game tournament entry shall be stated for each operating segment in which the live game 

tournament is held, which shall always contain information on the actual events occurring in 

the given operating segment. 

Information on the facts that occurred prior to the first operating segment of the live game 

tournament shall be stated in the record for the first operating segment in which the live game 

tournament took place. 

Information on the facts that occurred after the last operating segment of the live game 

tournament shall be stated in the record for the last operating segment in which the live game 

tournament took place. 

In the event of a change in a record item value on the grounds that the item was not known at 

the time of first making the record or has changed since the last automated data output for 

daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log, automated data output for daily gambling 

reporting, or daily gambling log will be provided again for the period when the value of the 

item of the entry has changed. 

An operator may also provide game and financial data in this data file for any live game that 

is not an online game or a tournament. These game and financial data are considered an 

expanded range of daily gambling reporting. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of bingo game, game of live game, or tournament of live game, or part thereof 

Machine file name: 

IDJednaHraCastTurnaje 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Operating segment of live game table, tournament of live game or drawing lots for bingo 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamPSTB 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of operating segment of live game table, tournament of live game, or drawing 

lots for bingo of which the game of live game, tournament of live game, or part thereof, or 

bingo game relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv  

Remote item: IDZaznamPSTB 

 

Item 3 

Gambling table of live game, tournament of live game, or drawing lots for bingo 

Machine file name: 

IDPSTB 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of live game table, tournament of live game, or drawing lots for bingo of which 

the game of live game, tournament of live game or bingo game relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Remote item: IDPSTB 

 

Item 4 

Identification of live game tournament 

Machine file name: 

OznaceniTurnaj 
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Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If  "S" or "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with the reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a 

blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

If "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

tournament identification of the live game that the operator stated in the notification of 

holding the tournament of live game shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Date and time of the beginning 

Machine file name: 

ZahajeniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

The date and time of beginning the bingo game, game of live game, tournament of live game, 

or part thereof, of which the entry relates. 

 

Item 6 

Date and time of the end of live game tournament 

Machine file name: 

UkonceniCas 

Data type: 

Date and time 

Item description: 

If  "S" or "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with the reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a 

blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

If  "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the date 

and time of the end of the tournament of live game, or part thereof, shall be stated. 
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Item 7 

The total amount of bets into bingo game, game of live game, or tournament of live game 

Machine file name: 

UhrnSazkyVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The total amount of bets in bingo game, game of live game, or tournament of live game shall 

be stated. 

 

Item 8 

The total amount of the received accompanied supply for bingo game, game of live 

game, or tournament of live game 

Machine file name: 

UhrnDoprovodnaPlneniVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The total amount of received accompanied supplies for bingo game, game of live game, or 

tournament of live game shall be stated. 

If the accompanying supply was not provided, the blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 9 

The total amount of the paid winnings from bingo game, game of live game, or 

tournament of live game 

Machine file name: 

UhrnVyhryVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The total amount of paid winnings from bingo game, game of live game, or tournament of 

live game shall be stated. 

If the wins were not paid yet, the blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 
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Item 10 

The total amount of refunded accompanied supply for bingo game, game of live game, 

or tournament of live game 

Machine file name: 

UhrnVracenaDoprovodnaPlneniVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The total amount of refunded accompanying supply for bingo game, game of live game, or 

tournament of live game, which shall be refunded based on other legal reason than correction, 

shall be stated. 

If the accompanying supply was not refunded by the operator, the blank entry (NULL) shall 

be stated. 

 

Item 11 

The total amount of returned bets 

Machine file name: 

UhrnVraceneSazkyVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

If  "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with the reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a 

total amount of refunded bets which are refunded based on cancellation of bingo game shall 

be stated. 

If the bingo game was not cancelled, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

If "S" or "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a blank 

entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 12 

Limitation of deposits 

Machine file name: 

HraOmezeniVkladu 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 
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Item description: 

If  "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with the reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB and if 

it regards to live game in which the participants of gambling play against each other and 

which is not provided in the form of tournament, a data regarding the limitation of deposits 

together with information of entries related, shall be stated. If the amount of deposit limitation 

was not setup, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

If "S"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB and if it 

regards to live game in which the participants of gambling play against croupier, a data on 

deposit amount limitation shall be stated. If the amount of deposit limitation was not setup, a 

blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

If "T" or "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a blank 

entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

 

Item 13 

Determination of amount of bets for one betting ticket, mandatory deposit for game of 

online live game or deposit into tournament of online live game 

Machine file name: 

PovinnyVkladVyse 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

Determined amount of bet for one betting ticket  

If "B"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a 

determined amount of bet for the bingo game for one betting ticket shall be stated. 

The mandatory amount of deposit for live game 

If  "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with the reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB and if 

it regards to live game in which the participants of gambling play against each other and 

which is not provided in the form of tournament, data regarding the amount of mandatory 

deposits together with information of entries related, shall be stated. If the amount of deposit 

limitation was not setup, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

The amount of deposit for tournament of live game 

If "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, an 

amount of deposit for tournament o live game shall be stated. If the amount of the deposit to a 

live game tournament changes, all the amount of the deposit shall be stated, together with the 

time interval related to the live game tournament. 
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Item 14 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

If "B"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a 

currency code in which the bet for bingo game was received shall be stated.  

If "S"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a 

currency code in which the bet for game of live game was received shall be stated.  

If "T"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a 

currency code in which the deposit for tournament of live game was received shall be stated.  

 

Item 15 

The number of participants of tournament of live game 

Machine file name: 

TurnajPocetHracu 

Data type: 

Integer  

Item description: 

If "T"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the total 

number of participants of tournament of live game shall be stated.  

If the tournament of live game is provided in more operating days and all parts of tournament 

of live game were not finished, a blank entry (NULL) shall be stated. 

If "S" or "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a bland 

entry (NULL) shall be stated.  

 

Item 16 

The amount of participants´ deposits received before the beginning of tournament of live 

game 

Machine file name: 

TurnajVkladyPredZahajenimVyse 
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Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

If "T"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the total 

amount of deposits of gambling participants which were received by the operator before the 

beginning of tournament of live game shall be stated.  

If "S" or "B" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a bland 

entry (NULL) shall be stated.  

 

Data file VIII 

 The data on possible winning 

 

Data file name: 

mozna_vyhra_stul_bingo.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain data about a possible winning determined by cumulative portion of 

the deposit on each bingo game or live game table and about the cash funds that are 

earmarked to accumulate a portion of the deposit on winnings in another series tournament. 

For each possible winning at each bingo or a live game table, and every currency in which the 

winning may accumulate, there shall be just one record corresponding to the record in the data 

file pokladna_turnaj_bingo.csv, which relates to the bingo drawing lot or live game table. For 

each tournament in which cash funds have been earmarked to accumulate a portion of the 

winnings in another tournament of the series, and each currency shall be shown just one entry 

corresponding to the entry in the pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv data file that relates to the 

live game tournament operating segment. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

Data file shall always be included. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry on possible winning or on allocated cash fund 

Machine file name: 

IDMoznaVyhra 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 
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Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Operating segment of casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of live game, or 

drawing lots for bingo 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamPSTB 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of operating segment of casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of 

live game, or drawing lots for bingo of which the entry on possible winning or earmarked 

cash funds relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Remote item: IDZaznamPSTB 

 

Item 3 

Casino´s cash register, live game table, tournament of live game, or drawing lots for 

bingo 

Machine file name: 

IDPSTB 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of casino´s cash register, game table of live game, tournament of live game, or 

drawing lots for bingo of which the game of live game, tournament of live game of which the 

entry on possible winning or earmarked cash funds relates. 

Remote data file: pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv 

Remote item: IDPSTB 
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Item 4 

Identification of possible winning 

Machine file name: 

MoznaVyhraNazev 

Data type: 

Text with a maximum length of 250 characters 

Item description: 

If "B"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

identification of possible winning determined based on cumulated deposit parts at a single 

bingo shall be stated.  

If "S"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

identification of a possible winning determined based on cumulated deposit parts at the 

respective single live game table shall be stated.  

If "T"entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

identification of tournament series and serial number of tournament in it, shall be stated, 

alternatively if the earmarked cash funds determined for winning which shall be paid in 

different casino, the item IDMisto stated in entry in this different casino in data file misto.csv 

shall be stated.  

 

Item 5 

The amount of possible winning at the beginning 

Machine file name: 

MoznaVyhraVysePocatek 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

If "B" or "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

amount of possible winning specified in item MoznaVyhraNazev at the beginning condition 

for the respective operating segment shall be stated.  

If "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, a bland 

entry (NULL) shall be stated.  
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Item 6 

The amount of possible winning at the end 

Machine file name: 

MoznaVyhraVyseKonec 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

If "B" or "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

amount of possible winning specified in item MoznaVyhraNazev at the final condition for the 

respective operating segment shall be stated.  

The amount of earmarked cash funds 

If "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

amount of earmarked cash funds for the cumulating purposes of the wins deposit in other 

serial tournament shall be stated.  

 

Item 7 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

If "B" or "S" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

currency code in which the possible winning is cumulated shall be stated.  

If "T" entry is listed in the PokladnaStulTurnajBingo item in the entry of the data file 

pokladna_stul_turnaj_bingo.csv linked with reference link listed in IDZaznamPSTB, the 

currency code in which these cash funds are earmarked for cumulating parts of deposit for the 

winnings in other serial tournament shall be stated.  

 

Data file IX 

 The data on total possible winning determined by cumulating the part of deposits with 

respect to live game 

 

Data file name: 

mozna_vyhra_pro_hru.csv 
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Data file content: 

The data file shall contain the details of the total possible winning resulting from a portion of 

the deposits, which is being accumulated in relation to each live game. 

One entry shall be provided for every possible winning resulting from a portion of deposits, 

which is being accumulated in relation to each game, and for every calendar day of the month 

covered by the daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log. 

Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall be included only when providing gambling and financial data on a live 

game that is not operated as an online game. 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry on possible winning for live game 

Machine file name: 

IDMoznaVyhraProHru 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Live game 

Machine file name: 

IDHra 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of live game for which the total possible winning is cumulated. 

Remote data file: evidence_her.csv 

Remote item: IDHra 
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Item 3 

Casino 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of casino in which the total possible winnings determined based on cumulating 

the part of deposits that are generated based on each gambling as a whole. 

Remote data file: misto.csv 

Remote item: IDMisto 

 

Item 4 

The initial condition of total possible winning determined based on cumulating part of 

deposits which are based on each gambling as a whole   

Machine file name: 

MoznaVyhraProHruVysePocatek  

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The initial condition of the total possible winnings determined by cumulating a part of 

deposits that are generated in relation to the each gambling as a whole unless it is listed in any 

of the entry in the data file mozna_vyhra_stul_bingo.csv provided in this automated data 

output for daily gambling reporting, or a daily gambling log. The beginning condition shall be 

set at the beginning of the casino's operating day. 

 

Item 5 

The final condition of total possible winning determined based on cumulating part of 

deposits which are based on each gambling as a whole   

Machine file name: 

MoznaVyhruProHruVyseKonec 

Data type: 

Decimal number 

Item description: 

The final condition of the total possible winnings determined by cumulating a portion of the 

deposits that are generated in relation to the each gambling as a whole unless it is listed in any 

of the entry in the data file mozna_vyhra_stul_bingo.csv provided in this automated data 
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output for daily gambling reporting, or a daily gambling log. The final condition shall be set 

at the beginning of the casino's operating day. 

 

Item 6 

Currency code   

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The currency code in which the possible winnings are cumulated shall be stated. 

 

Item 7 

A day 

Machine file name: 

Datum 

Data type: 

Date 

Item description: 

A calendar day in which the operating day for which the data are provided has started shall be 

stated. 

 

Data file X 

 The data on change rate 

 

Data file name: 

mena_kurs.csv 

Data file content: 

The data file shall contain data on the exchange rate that is decisive for determining the 

gambling tax base for the entire taxable period to which data is reported in the automated data 

output for daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log. 

For every calendar day of this taxable period, the exchange rate of each currency in which the 

gambling and financial data relating to that date, excluding the Czech currency, shall be 

stated. For each calendar day and each currency, a maximum of one entry shall be stated. 
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Conditions for including the data file in the data file: 

The data file shall always be included in the data file containing automated data output for 

daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log for the last month of the gambling taxable 

period. In other cases, the data file shall not be included. 

 

Entry items: 

 

Item 1 

Identifier of entry on amount of exchange rate 

Machine file name: 

IDZaznamMenaKurs 

Data type: 

Identifier with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier is divided in two parts. 

First part: identification number of the operator providing automated data output for remote 

access, or if the identification number has not been provided to the operator, the operator's 

own number assigned to the operator in connection with the issuance of the basic license. 

Second part: string determined by the operator. 

 

Item 2 

Casino 

Machine file name: 

IDMisto 

Data type: 

Reference link with a maximum length of 50 characters 

Item description: 

The identifier of casino for which the daily gambling reporting or daily gambling log is 

provided. 

Remote data file: misto.csv 

Remote item: IDMisto 

 

Item 3 

Type of gambling 

Machine file name: 

HraDruh 
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Data type: 

Text with a length of 1 character 

Item description: 

One-letter identification of the type of gambling to which the exchange rate is determined. 

It shall be stated: 

B – bingo 

Z - live game  

 

Item 4 

Exchange rate decisive for determination of tax base from gambling 

Machine file name: 

KursVyse 

Data type: 

Decimal number with up to 3 decimal places 

Item description: 

The amount of the exchange rate with respect to the Czech currency in which the financial 

flows and gambling processes took place, which is decisive for the determination of the 

gambling tax base, shall be stated. 

 

Item 5 

Currency code 

Machine file name: 

MenaKod 

Data type: 

Text with a length of 3 characters 

Item description: 

The currency code in which the financial and gambling process was provided shall be stated. 

 

Item 6 

Identification of calendar day 

Machine file name: 

Datum  

Data type: 

Date 
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Item description: 

The calendar day to which the amount of exchange rate is generated shall be stated. 

 

Subsection 5 

Output of data file 

The data file containing the automated data output shall be created by the operator as follows: 

1. From the individual data files that generate the content of the automated data output, the 

operator generates a compressed data file. 

2. The compressed data file shall be encrypted by the operator by the public key of the 

supervising authority. 

3. The encrypted compressed data file shall be sealed by the operator with its accredited 

electronic seal. 

 

Section 2 

Providing automated data output 

I. Method of providing the automated data output by the operator 

An operator shall provide automated data output in an encrypted compressed data file sealed 

by the accredited operator's electronic seal by making it available to the following address 

accessible by encrypted authenticated HTTPS protocol: 

https: // <URL> / <File name> .zip.p7e.p7s 

The supervising authority shall access to the automated data output issued to this address by 

the HTTP protocol by GET method using RFC 7231 standard. 

 

Address component Specification 

<URL> The part of the website address used for compiling the address at 

which the operator makes the automated data output available to the 

supervisory authority. 

<File name> The name of the provided file containing the automated data output 

without any suffixes. 

 

II. Requirements on availability of website address of the operator 
The website address provided by the operator for the purpose of providing automated data 

output must be permanently publicly accessible via the internet and the duration of the single 

failure may not exceed 24 hours. 

III. Confirmation of automated data output receipt 

The acknowledgement file shall be sent by the supervisory authority using encrypted 

authenticated transmission via the HTTPS protocol’s POST method in accordance with the 

RFC 7231 standard. 

If the automated data output is formally correct, the supervisory authority shall send the 

acknowledgement file to the address: 
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https://<URL OK>?protokol=<File name>.ok.zip.p7e.p7s 

If the automated data output is not formally correct, the supervisory authority shall send the 

acknowledgement file to the address: 

https://<URL chyba>?protokol=<File name>.err.zip.p7e.p7s 

The supervisory authority shall also make the acknowledgement file available on a server, 

which can be accessed by the operator using encrypted authenticated transmission via the 

HTTPS protocol. 

 

Address component for 

sending the 

acknowledgement file 

Specification 

<URL OK> The part of the website address provided by the operator used 

for compiling the address, to which the acknowledgement file 

is to be sent when the automated data output is formally 

correct. 

<URL error> The part of the website address provided by the operator used 

for compiling the address, to which the acknowledgement file 

is to be sent when the automated data output is not formally 

correct. 

<File name> The name of the delivered file containing the automated data 

output without any suffixes. 

 

IV. Confirmation file 

If the delivered automated data output is formally correct, the supervisory authority shall 

acknowledge this fact by means of the data file named <File name>.ok containing the 

information that the file has been processed successfully. 

If the delivered automated data output contains formal errors, the supervisory authority shall 

acknowledge this fact by means of the data file named <File name>.err containing the 

computer output from processing the automated data output. 

Component of the name of 

the data file containing 

the acknowledgement 

Specification 

<File name> The name of the delivered file containing the automated data 

output without any suffixes. 

The supervisory authority shall create the acknowledgement file using the following 

procedure: 

1. The supervisory authority shall create a compressed data file from the data file 

containing the acknowledgement. 

2. The compressed data file shall be encrypted by the supervisory authority using the 

operator’s public key. 

3. The encrypted and compressed data file shall be sealed by the supervisory authority 

using its qualified electronic seal and qualified time stamp. 
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Section 3 

Common provisions 

I.  
When compressing a compressed data packet from one or more files, these files are 

compressed into a single file by the ZIP method by ISO / IEC 21320-1: 2015. 

The files in the data file are not organized into directories. 

The file name of the compressed data file is zipped. 

 

II.  

When encrypting a file with a public key, the encrypted file is saved in the Cryptographic 

message syntax (CMS) format using the Enveloped-Data content type according to the RFC 

5652 standard. 

The name of the encrypted file, including any extension, is provided with the extension p7e. 

 

III.  

When sealing the file, the operator shall provide a set of accredited electronic seal in CAdES 

format according to the standards ČSN ETSI EN 319 122-1 V1.1.1 and ČSN ETSI EN 319 

122-2 V1.1.1. 

Seized data, electronic seal, and any time stamp are stored in a single file whose name, 

including any suffix, is provided with the extension p7s. 

 

IV.  

When filing the file, the supervising body shall provide a qualified electronic seal with a 

qualified time stamp in the format CAdES-B-T according to the standards ČSN ETSI EN 319 

122-1 V1.1.1 and ČSN ETSI EN 319 122-2 V1.1.1. 

Seized data, a qualified electronic seal, and a qualified time stamp are stored in a single file 

whose name, including any suffix, is provided with the p7s suffix. 

 

V. 
When encrypted authenticated HTTPS traffic, the following conditions must be met: 

1. The protocol used must be HTTP / 1.1 according to RFC 7230 with the use of "Accept-

Ranges", "Range" and "Content-Range" headers according to RFC 7233. 

2. Transmission must be through the Transport Layer Security (TLS) cryptographic protocol 

in a version at least 1.2 according to RFC 5246. 

3. The access to the website is authenticated by a qualified client certificate in the X.509 

format according to the RFC 5246 and RFC 5280 standards. 

 

VI.  

The cryptographic algorithms, cryptographic keys and certificates used must meet the 

cryptographic requirements of the Cyber Security Regulation. 

 

 

VII. 
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Decimal character codes represent unicode character codes in accordance with RFC 3629 for 

the purpose of providing automated data output. 

 

VIII.  

In the case where a text in this Annex is written in typewriting, it shall be specified in the 

wording. In this case, the character ␣ represents a premises (character with decimal code 32), 

the characters 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 represent digits (characters with decimal code 48 to 57), 

characters A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z represent uppercase 

characters without diacritics with decadic code 65 to 90), the a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r s 

t u   v w x y z characters are lowercase characters without diacritics (characters with decimal 

code 97-122), _ is an underscore (decal code 95) and a character. represents a dot (character 

with decimal code 46). 

 

IX.  

Identification of the 

standard 
Title 

ČSN ETSI EN 319 122-

1 V1.1.1 

Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures (ESI)—CAdES digital 

signatures—Part 1: Building blocks and CAdES baseline 

signatures 

ČSN ETSI EN 319 122-

2 V1.1.1 

Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures (ESI)—CAdES digital 

signatures—Part 2: Extended CAdES signatures 

ISO 4217:2015 Codes for the representation of currencies 

ISO/IEC 21320-1:2015 Information technology – Document Container File – Part 1: 

Core. 

RFC 3339 Date and Time on the Internet: Timestamps 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3339 

RFC 3629 UTF-8, a transformation format of ISO 10646 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3629 

RFC 5246 The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol Version 1.2 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246 

RFC 5280 Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and 

Certificate Revocation List (CRL) Profile 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280 

RFC 5652 Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5652 

RFC 7230 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1): Message Syntax and 

Routing 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7230 

RFC 7231 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1): Semantics and Content 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231 
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Identification of the 

standard 
Title 

RFC 7233 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1): Range Requests 

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7233#section-2.3 

 

 


